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1. Summary1:
May Day was the appropriate day to begin an intervention for WE (Wage Earners) on “Strengthening
People’s Participation in MGNREGS to ensure rights of Wage Earners (WE) group & thereby
creating productive assets for Optimum Users of Resources (OUR) group” in 57 villages of 8 GPs
of Sindhanur taluk in Raichur District, Karnataka with the support of SDTT. This report is prepared at
the end of the 4th quarter of the project to document the progress achieved and the path travelled
towards the set goal.
Unlike other partners of Raichur NGO Consortium, Janakalyan initiated this intervention in an area
which is totally new for the intervention; these villages were deliberately selected for the purpose as
this is the only dry belt in Sindhanur taluk where wage-earners are available and they need such an
intervention in order to sustain their livelihoods. Though there are many issues in implementing
MGNREGS shelf of works during this phase of the project implementation, the team is happy with its
performance. The report elaborates findings of the programs, achievements against the objectives,
design of the project and its implementation methodology, the outputs & method of dissemination
adopted, capacity building initiatives for community as well as staff, project team composition, planning,
review, reporting & interaction mechanism followed, etc. along with the impacts of our intervention onto
the target communities and also on the larger section of the society. The report elaborates the progress
of entire project period to give a comprehensive view of the project as on date.
Despite being the new area, the team is confident to achieve the target by the end of the project period;
the confidence is derived from the achievement in the 1st year itself. It is clear from the table below that
out of 15041 families in 57 villages of 8 Grama Panchayats in the project area, the team could reach
out to 4409 (29% of total population) families are being covered under 175 WE groups; about 9878
wage-earners from 4409 families have become members of 175 WE groups and about 2733 (62%)
families have obtained their job cards, 2168 (49%) families have opened their Savings Bank accounts
in post offices, and 4556 {2381 (52%) female + 2175 (48%) male} people from 1924 families have
already got employment under the scheme creating 59799 person-days of employment.
Some of the important indicators for assessing that the team is marching in right direction are provided
belowSC families in WE groups
24% ST families in WE groups
38%
Total Vulnerable families covered 62%
Average family covered per GP
551
Percentage of population covered
29%
Female members in the WE groups 51% Male members in the WE groups
49%
Job card obtained
62% SB account opened
49%
Families worked 1-49 days in 11-12 82% Families worked 50-99 days in the year
17%
Families worked 100 days in 11-12 1%
Participation of families in work execution
44%
Average work availed per family
31 days Average wages per family
Rs.3885
1

This section should consist of an extended summary of the report. It should address outputs produced, outcomes,
project efficiency, effectiveness and relevance
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In order to achieve this, many experiments are tried which is briefed here for the benefits of the reader;
some of them failed while few more steps are built on such failures and still more are in process.
Janakalyan Team is sure that it would come up with a successful model at the end of the project
period, if not succeed in achieving the quantitative target. The journey of these 1 year are narrated as
underTrial 1: After constitution of the team in May 2011 & training them on the project concept, the first task
to them was rapport building by visiting the villages & stakeholders like communities, PRI
members, PDO & other GP staffs to introduce themselves and the project; also to share the
purpose of this intervention and approach that we would be adopting to make this national
flagship program a successful intervention. Segmentation of the communities to identify the
potential stakeholders for our intervention i.e. the working class among the villagers, etc. were
the major task in this phase in addition to collecting the basic data about the villages. Some of
the staffs dropped at this stage itself realizing the difficulties of its implementation.
Trial 2: Based on the learning from the trial-1, the next step decided by the team was to meet the
potential wage-earners from villages to understand about how many of them have job cards,
bank accounts, how many of them availed jobs in last 1-2 years, payment status, whether they
are actually interested to avail job employment under the scheme, what were the problems they
faced while getting jobs or payments, how want to resolve all such issues, etc. Further, we also
tried to understand their knowledge-base about the NREG Act and Scheme. We realized that the
genuine wage-earners, who badly need employment under the scheme, neither know
about the scheme nor do they possess job-cards though GP has issued more than 10002000 job cards in its jurisdiction. Upon verification, we found that all these job cards belong to
elite class of the village and are either related to GP members or the so called contractors of the
village. We also found that many fake job cards and many more are found with photo as well as
name mismatch. The aware-off people took advantage of the uorganised and unaware wageearners and started creating trouble to our employees as a result we had to loose again 2 of
them from the payroll and appoint again from the waitlisted candidates.
Trial 3: Then the team decided to collect the job cards & bank accounts details available with the wageearners; also created pressure to get the job cards & bank account lists from the PDOs but
yielded no result. With all diffuclties succeeded to promote 1-2 WE groups in few villages and
applied for job employment and received endorsement stating that the job cards are deleted from
the MIS and thus the wage-earners are not eligible to demand for job employment. When asked
for the list of eligible job cards, the PDOs denied providing such list stating to refer the website
which was a tedious task we experienced when tried.
Trial 4: The team then took a strategic decision of not asking any support from the PDOs but start using
the rights of the WE groups (by now many WE groups were promoted in each village); printed
about 10000 job card application and started submitting through interested wage-earners
irrespective of whether a job card exists in his/her name or not though we knew that some of
their cards are with the PRI members or contractors. Our assumption was the PDOs would be
bound to provide them the job cards within the stipulated time but again we failed because there
was none to receive the job card application in GPs. Approached the Executive Officer who was
playing a cunning role in the drama and instructed PDOs to receive applications from individuals
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and not from the WE group representatives. In addition, he also insisted photocopy of an identify
card of the wage earners for which s/he had to travel 20-30 km. This was a difficult task for the
wage-earners as they had to loose their wages and also to incur travel expenses to submit the
applications to the GP; moreover, the PDOs were not available in the GP and thus the wageearners had to visit the GP many times and got frustrated in the process and finally started
loosing faith on our team. With all difficulties, we could succeed to submit more than 2000
applications in 8 GPs but not even a single job card was issued by the PDO.
Trail 5: Meanwhile, we succeeded to form a Project Monitoring Committee in the chairmanship of EO
and convened a meeting of the same on 27th August 2011 where we succeed to convince the
officers for one day camp in each village to provide on-the-spot job cards. The village wise
schedule was announced and accordingly all preparation was done by the Janakalyan Team. To
avoid the problem of getting photocopy of the identity card, a photocopying machine was
purchased by Janakalyan to be used during the camp. The process continued in 4 GPs
continuously but the on-the-spot job card was not issued. More than 4000 job card applications
were submitted in this camp mode. The application for bank account was also prepared during
these camps. Again, the response in terms of issue of job card was very poor and the team got
disappointed by the result even after day-night efforts; 2 of them left and we had to again recruit
freshers for the post.
Trail 6: The team promised the communities that the on-the-spot job cards would be provided them
while the PDOs did not provide them even after 30-40 days after taking their photographs. At this
stage, we had a strong wage-earners base at the ground and they were also fed up with the
responses of government and therefore planned few rounds of agitation at GP as well as TP
levels and finally the EO had no other option than asking the PDO/ Rojgar Sevak to sit with our
staff and issue job cards. Finally, WE group leader and our staff sat with the Rojgar Sevak and
uploaded the photos, printed the job cards but again the EO instructed to issue the job cards to
the wage earners directly and not through our staff or WE group representatives. Somehow, we
could get the job cards issued by the PDO in 4 GPs but in rest 4 GPs we had to adopt normal
procedure to obtain job cards.
Trial 7: Next level effort was for savings accounts in post offices where again the team had to face
extreme difficulties; the post offices can open only 1-5 accounts a day due to shortage of man
power for which the wage earners had to approach them twice or thrice. Therefore, the progress
in opening the accounts is not satisfactory though it has been raised at various levels during our
strikes. We have not been able to find out a solution to this issue and thus opening the saving
bank accounts in tortoise speed.
Trial 8: Wherever, the job cards as well as saving accounts are completed, applied for job and started
availing employment; the PRI as well as PDOs started playing with the wage-earners at this
stage also. In many places, they announce the job on a particular date but they do not turn up
making the wage earners to wait; some cases, though they come but create fear among the
wage earners showing wrong (more) measurement. With all difficulties, if we succeed to make
the wage-earners to work, they delay the process of payment again to disappoint them not to
come for work next time. When they fail in all these efforts, start threating our employees and
thus many of our employees loose their moral strength.
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Trial 9: Based on all these learning, we have now come up with an innovative and sustainable strategy
to address all these issues with one single step. We have now identified 1 WE representative for
2-3 WE groups who shall be from the same village and may be from one of these 3 WE groups.
We train them on project concept and help him/her to mentor 2-3 WE groups for job card
application, saving bank account opening, job application, payment facilitation and so on and get
performance based payment from Janakalyan for each step. We found this as the most
sustainable way of handling the project as they are local people and would be available in the
village even after our withdrawal. During the project period, they would learn all the aspects of
project implementation and would provide the same service even after Janakalyan support is
withdrawn; their payment can then be ensured from NREGA mate concept. We have reduced the
number of GPOs to 4 from 8 and have about 39 WE representatives in place who receives
incentives based on their performances.
Trial 10: Finally, all these volunteers are now converted as “mate” and allotted 2 WE groups (50 WE) to
each mate; they regularly submit job demand application, collect work order & NMR, ensure
participation of the wage-earners in work execution, ensure documentation and help until
payment of the wages through their individual saving bank accounts. At this stage, we strongly
believe that this would be the sustainable way to take this intervention forward.
At this stage of the project intervention, Janakalyan Team is of the opinion that1) At this juncture of the journey, we feel that Kolbal & Gudadur GP of Sindhanur taluk could be
dropped as the response from these 2 GPs are not very good; instead of putting the time and
energy in these villages without any output, we can concentrate in remaining 6 GPs and reach out
to more number of people from these villages.
2) The GP and TP level coordination committees could be promoted with WE Group members even
without PRI participation wherever they are reluctant to participate.
3) Instead of depending on external professional staffs, a project of this nature could be more
successful and sustainable in long run if we recruit local people and build their capacity to handle
the community issues.
4) More than providing employment to the WE groups, the focuss of our (civil society organisations)
interventions shall be on productive assets creation for OUR groups; in the process, the WE
groups would definitely get employment. On the contrary, if we focuss on employment creation, it
might not create productive agriculture assets but something else which may not be useful to
anybody.
5) About 90% of our target groups (whom we felt need employment opportunity under the project)
don’t have their eligibility document i.e job cards and saving bank account either; therefore, focus
of our intervention during these quarters was to ensure these 2 basic eligibility documents for our
target communities.
6) Since, the area where Janakalyan has initiated this project is new and also the team is constituted
with new people, the effort of first year was on team building, demarcation of project location,
seggregating the target group profile, provide them information about MGNREGA with specific
focus on their entitlements and rights under the Act, organizing them into WE Groups, assessing
the current status of their preparedness in terms of job cards and bank accounts.
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The bird’s eye-view of the achievements under the project during 1st year of implementation is furnished in the table belowProgress Status as on 30.4.2012
Total Wage-Earners
No of families covered
Number of Families
Covered
under WEG
Name of
No of WE
Sl.
Gram
Groups
Total
Helped to Opened
No.
Panchayat family SC ST General Total formed Male Female Total avail Job
SB
in GP
card
account
1 Kalmangi 1389 205 122 447
774
32
863 917 1780
568
545
1782 150 193 115
2
Bappur
458
20
472 496
968
153
72
1890 297 99
3
Tidigol
109
505
14
546 578 1124
426
197
4 Devargudi 2500 212 180 375
767
31
839 944 1783
521
353
1600
5
Umloti
108 365 353
826
32
896 935 1831
629
580
2240 82 176 280
6
Gunda
538
21
634 676 1310
424
417
7 Gududur 1950
0 142
0
142
7
142 142
284
0
0
1690
8
Kolbal
0 399
0
399
18
399 399
798
12
4
15041 1054 1676 1679 4409 175 4791 5087 9878
2733
2168
24% 38% 38% 29%
49% 51%
62%
49%
SC families in WE groups
ST families in WE groups
Total Vulnerable families covered

24%
38%
62%

Average family covered per GP 551 familiy
Percentage of population covered

29%

Female members in the WE groups
Male members in the WE groups
Job card obtained
SB account opened

51%
49%
62%
49%

Average wages per family Rs.3885

Families worked
for

Employment
Generation
Wages
received by
Total
1-49 50-99 100
Person
the WE
Families
days days days
-days
Participated
429
56
127
244
461
263
0
0
1580
82%

119 10
36
0
0
0
71
1
78
1
28
0
0
0
0
0
332 12
17% 1%

558
92
127
316
540
291
0
0
1924
44%

20934
3507
1594
10658
15874
7232
0
0
59799
31

26,16,750
4,38,375
1,99,250
13,32,250
19,84,250
9,04,000
74,74,875

Participation of families in work execution

44%

Families worked 1-49 days in the year
Families worked 50-99 days in the year
Families worked 100 days in the year

82%
17%
1%

Average work availed per family 31 days

2. Background of the project2:
Preamble: Raichur is the most backward (last ranked) district in Karnataka as per HDI and thus
Government of India considered implementation of MGNREGS in the very first phase among the 200
districts brought under the umbrella of this ambitious scheme in India. Semi-arid conditions of the
district combined with poor natural resource management has led to a situation of widespread
poverty and chronic food insecurity. This has seriously compromised health of the communities,
making women and children highly vulnerable reflected in high Infant Mortality Rate (IMR) and
Maternal Mortality Rates (MMR). All these have resulted in low Human Resource Development and
poor care of children and women. Exacerbating the problems are the poor literacy rates that
underscores the urgency to undertake steps to enhance the quality of life of the people with
emphasis on meeting basic health care needs.
Occupational analysis: Raichur is an agriculture predominant district proved by the government
data presented in the table below, which also depicts dependency of people on various occupations.
Vulnerable Population in the District
SC
ST
Rural Urban Total Rural Urban Total

Major Occupations / livelihood Options of the People
NonWorking Population
Total
working Cultiva Agricultural Household Other Populatio
population tor
n
laborers
activities Services
248364 73452 321816 277915 25127 303042 937000 206680
328491
14473
183118 1669762
77%
23% 19% 92% 8%
18%
56%
28%
45%
2%
25%

About 37% (SC & ST) of the total population is considered to be vulnerable and about 73% of the
working population is directly dependent on agriculture.
Hardly 2% land is covered by forest species and another 2% by trees & grooves thus increasing
causing global warming. At the same only 70% of the total land is brought under cultivation and as
low as 15% of that is used intensively (i.e. more than a crop per annum) despite having 2 rivers
and irrigation projects in the district.
Geograph Land not available for cultivation
Other uncultivated land
Fallow Land Area Sown Area sown
ical Area Forest
More than
Non
Barren Cultivable Permanent Trees & Current Other
Net
(ha)
once
agricultural
waste
Pasture grooves
835843 18169
20563
20084
10710
19816
13680 113619 37789 581413
86687
100%
2%
2%
2%
1%
2%
2%
14%
5%
70%
15%

On one hand the dependency on agriculture is very high (73%) while on the other hand the land use
intensity is as low as 15%. The major reason, as identified by the communities, is lack of resources
for developing their land and creating water-holding structures such as farm-ponds, bunds, trees,
etc. Careful observations of the rainfall data for last 10 years depicts that, it rains heavily for few
days with intermittent long dry-spells causing drying up of the standing crops. Having water-holding
structures such as irrigation tanks / farm-ponds help to store the runoff during the rainy season and
use it for life-saving irrigation during dry-spells. The runoff so stored could also help to intensify the
land use during khairf thereby increasing the per capita income.
2

This section should consist of information on the rationale of the project, background inforamtion on the project
scope, baseline information on the project area and the peoplescape. It should also provide information on the
objectives of the project
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It is in this context, MGNREGS, the national flagship program and an historical project everseen in
India as well as in the whole world was introduced in Raichur district in 2006. Since then, it has seen
many ups and downs in its execution but not met the expectations of the very target groups for
whom it is designed. The design of the project exhibits that it is meant for 2 categories of the people
viz.
1) The Wage Earners (WE Group), who would get 100 days of employment in a financial year and
2) The Optimum Users of Resources (OUR Group) generated/created while providing employment
to the WE groups.
This indicates that MGNREGS is meant for WE & OUR groups meaning WE work for creating
productive (agriucltural) assets for OUR usage. If we carefully observe the 8 priorities of works
mentioned in the NREG Act, we find that all 8 priorities are to create productive agriculture assets
only and nothing else than that as illustrated in the table below. However, how far these objectives
are met is a question to be answered by the public representatives as well as public servants.
Sl.
No.

Priorities of Works under MGNREGS

1
2

Water conservation and water harvesting
Drought proofing (including afforestation and tree plantation)

3
4

Irrigation canals, including micro and minor irrigation works
Provision of irrigation facility to land owned by households
belonging to the SC and ST or to land of beneficiaries of land
reforms or that of the beneficiaries of IAY of the GoI programs
Renovation of traditional water bodies including de-silting of
tanks
Land development
Flood control and protection works, including drainage in
waterlogged areas
Rural connectivity to provide all-weather access

5
6
7
8

Relation to farmers / Optimum
Users of Resources (OUR groups)
Irrigation water
Biomass generation & land fertility
improvement
Irrigation water
Irrigation water
Irrigation water & soil fertility
improvement
Land leveling
Salinity/alkalinity treatment
Farm roads for transporation of
inputs and produces

It is in this context, Janakalyan has taken up an initiative in May 2011 to strengthen participation of
community (WE groups) in its implementation to create productive assets for OUR groups in 57
villages of 8 Gram Panchayats of Sindhanur taluk in Raichur district, with the support of SDTT. The
objectives of our intervention in these villages are –
1. Ensuring effective Grama Sabha in all Gram Panchayats to make people friendly plans under
NREGA to create productive assets for the farmers.
2. Ensuring rightful entitlements to the wage-earners (WE) as per the provisions of NREGA.
3. Advocacy at district and State levels for necessary changes both in the Law and in
implementation by developing strong networks of organizations.
4. A strong Labor collective that takes care of rights of the wage-earners in long run.
5. To develop models for creating productive assets to improve agriculture scenario in villages.
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3. Program Findings3:
Social project of this kind is implemented to learn from the field and thus the major learning
the team has gained during the year of interventions along the MGNREGS are documented
below for future use1. The poor people go for wage-employment to manage their day-to-day expenses or at
the best can wait for a week; the people in hand-to-mouth situation cannot wait for
months after working under MGNREGS but need the wages immediately and therefore
prefer working as agriculture labors as because their wages are assured at the end of
the week. Therefore, it is to be agreed that MGNREGS is not for the poorest of poor but
for the next levels.
2. Initial bottlenecks (such as this is a project for GP members, payment comes after 6-9
months, payment as per attendance because it is a government project, etc.) could be
addressed through the awareness and direct contacts with the communities.
3. One must agree that the activities proposed under the project are of conflicting nature;
conflict with PRI members, contractors, government officers and sometime with the
communities, who are the followers of the elected representatives, also; therefore, the
staff turnover is very high in all project villages.
4. It has also been our learning through the year that it is good to have local people as the
staff than external experts as the local staff would have backing by at least one group in
the villages; but sometime, the external person has also performed well, if it is a female
staff. Therefore, it could be agreed that the female staff with little boldness can perform
well in this kind project; the challenge is to get such female staff and to retain them in
first 2-3 months.
5. Unlike earlier, the real wage-earners are now participating and getting the wages
through our interventions; prior to our interventions, there were hundreds of job-cards
who never participated in work execution but payments are done through their bank
accounts.
6. Though, the employment generation through MGNREGS should be our first priority but
one must also attend to other issues of the communities such as ration card, ID card,
house, etc. when somebody approaches with such difficulties.
Based on the experience during year, Janakalyan Team concludes their major findings of
this social intervention as under1) The public representatives and public servants together trying to avoid people’s
participation i.e. by not involving WE group members at all stages of implementation of
MGNREGS.

3

This section should provide a summary of the information on the key findings of the project
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2) PRI members and the Government servants always consider WE group as their rivals.
They do not allow the Wage-Earners to get job cards and open SB accounts.
3) The elected representatives try and complete the shelf of works, without involving the
real wage earners, even before the WE groups come to know about the approved
works.
4) Since the list of job cards (as per website) do not belong to any of the working groups
but of the elite groups of the villages; hence the card-holders were least bothered even
if PRI members implement the works using the machines and claim the payments using
their bank accounts. But, now the scenario has changed in these set of villages after
Janakalyan interventions.
5) Real target community is not inovlved in planning; majority of land development work
proposed belong to the elected representatives and their relatives/followers.
6) Almost all GPs have shortage of human resources in addition to the PDOs, who are
made in-charge of at least 2 GPs; none of the PDOs remain available at GP head quarter.
Computer Operators and the Bill Collectors are the contract basis employees available
as helping hand to PDOs at GP level but is not authorised person to give
acknoweldgement for any applications.
7) The Gram Panchayat did not have an approved plan of action for the year 2011-12 till
June 2011 and thus not been able to provide any employment to any WE group since
April 2011. Basically, April-June is the most important period when the rural people do
not have work at their hands and need it most to earn for their livelihoods; but the
implementing authorities do not execute any work during this period citing a reason
that they do not have any approved plan of action. Similar experience repeated in AprilMay 2012 too.
8) Budget for each GP has gone down by 50% in 2011-12 than that of previous year due to
lack of job cards since the government deleted many job cards at the end of 5th year of
its implemention; therefore, our team emphasized creation of new job cards but the
implementing authorities created many hurdles to open new job cards. They insisted for
voter identity card or ration card and also insisted for submission of the application by
the individual wage-earner.
9) On the other hands, when Janakalyan team motivated the communities to bring
applications to the GP for submission for either job-cards or job demand, the GP Office
remained closed throughout the day; the WE groups get frustrated and start loosing
faith on us.
10) With all hurdles even if we succeed to provide some employment to our WE groups,
proper documentation is not done by the concerned authorities and thus delaying the
process of payment of wages; the WE group looses faith on us and start keeping away
from NREGA itself. Thus participation of the community in NREGA is reducing day by
day. The public representatives as well as public servants expect such situation and thus
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delay the process of payment so that the community does not participate in work from
next time onward; they can then execute all works using machines or their own means.
11) The present situation is such that, not even 30% of the amount is actually spent to
execute the works; leakage is more than 70% in MGNREGS and community (WE group)
participation is less thatn 10% while the payment is made through their post office/bank
account.
12) The job cards are sold to the GP members for Rs.200-500 per card and whenever the GP
member ask the family head to sign, they just sign without even bothering how much
amount is drawn by the GP member from their account; the corruption has percolated
to the last common person of the village through MGNREGS.
13) The GP members also threaten the WE group if they resist signing in the post office;
some of them also tell them that they won’t get any benefits (such as house or any
other scheme) from the GP if they don’t sign the accounts in the post office.
14) There is a feeling among the common people of the village that the MGNREGS is meant
for the GP members and our role is to sign the bank / post office account for them; even
the opposition party in the villages does not utter a single word against the
misappropriation. When asked them about it, they say for these 5 years, it is these set
of GP members who can do whatever they want; we will see when we come in power in
next election.
However lately, after all the people’s action and also after observing the intention of our
organization, the way we function, we found a positive change among some of the
government officials, especially the Executive Officer and few PDOs. They started inviting
WE Group leaders, members, mates, project volunteers and also our staffs to attend the
taluka level PDOs review meeting in addition to providing time to share our thoughts, views,
problems & suggestions and are seeking our support in many instances.
They are willingly accepting Job card applications and job applications with
acknowledgements without much argument. Some of the PDOs exhibit much concerns
about applications submitted by WE groups by taking immediate actions to issue form-8
(invitation letter to each applicant) and form-9 (Invitation Notice for public information)
without waiting even for 15 days.
In some of the GPs, the PRI members and PDOs have started forgetting that they can make
money through MGNREGS. This has become possible by the united efforts of all the
consortium partners and the WE group members.
Though this is not the general scenario but still we feel this change as positive change which
has been possible only due to the SDTT supported intervention; communities of these
villages are at ease now and do not struggle much to get wage-employment. However,
payment of wages is still an issue in all GPs and the reasons they assign to that are many.
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3a.
Fulfillment of objectives4: The objectives of the intervention are assessed against the
set indicators and their status as on date; the achievement status after a year of
intervention is reported as unde-

Very Satisfactory

Sl. Indicators as agreed in Status as
No. proposal & action plan on date
1 Reaching out to 100
families per village in 8
GP of Sindhanur taluk; 1
person per family would
become member to the
labor group; Average 56 labor groups per
village out of 100 target
families
would
be
promoted.
Helping 500 families per
GP to get Job Cards

A Current minimum labor
days (10) and maximum
(15) days per annum in
the beginning of the
program: we should
reach 60% for 100 days
and 40% for 50 days at
the end of project
period i.e. by April 2013

Satisfactory

Satisfactory

2

Justification
Reached more than 100 families per village i.e.
more than 500 families per GP and hence team is
very happy about its performance despite lot of
extreme difficulties in its way. More over the WE
groups promoted with these families are very
strong and lot of training and other inputs are
provided to these members to make them such
strong.
Total families covered from these 8 GPs are 4409
which is about 551 per GP.
A total of 2733 job cards have been provided to
the communities i.e. 62% people have availed job
cards; in the 3rd quarter, this figure was much
bigger but many families have withdrawn during
the quarter as they are frustrated due to various
factors including non-payment of wages in time.
They argument is “why shall we wait and also go
for strike for our own wages?” Therefore, we need
to open obtain new job cards for all these new WE
members.
This being the first year of the project, lot of
energy went into mobilising the communities into
WE group, orienting them about the MGNREGS
and their rights-entitlements, etc. With all these
preparatory activities, we have been able to
achieve about 59799 person-days of works in last
few months. About 12 (1%) families have
completed 100 days of work, 332 (17%) families
between 50-99 days while another 1580 (82%)
families have completed 1-49 days of work during
the year. we are sure, we would be able to reach
the target by the end of the project period.

4

This section should use the log frame or the objectives mentioned previously and enumerate the satisfactory rating
of achievements along with rationale for the same. The satisfactory rating could consist of the following categories
– very satisfactoty, satisfactory, less satisfactory and quite satisfactory (or any other)
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E Application
for
unemployment wages

Satisfactory

Worksite facilities (100%
drinking water, 25%
shade, first aid and
crèche for worksite with
100 labors)

4

Social
audit
(100%
through
community
involvement)

Less
Satisfactory

5

Insurance for 50 days of
work completed families

Satisfactory

3

Not
Satisfactory

F Application
for
compensation of wages

Satisfactory

D Bank account for 100%
targeted families

Less
satisfcatory

C Payment of wages in 2
weeks – at least for 50%
of works

satosfactor
y

Satisfactory

Sl. Indicators as agreed in Status as
No. proposal & action plan on date
B Vulnerable communities
(pregnant women, old
person, handicapped)
would be registered and
get them jobs

Justification
There was no pregnant woman who enrolled for
wage-employment during the period; however,
many old and few handicapped person availed the
wage-employment during the year through this
intervention.
In many cases, it exceeded more than 2 weeks and
we had to go for strike in GP, TP as well as ZP
levels to draw attention of the concerned officers;
they cite several reasons including lack of fund in
their accounts.
With the available man-power and cooperation of
post offices, we could open 2168 saving bank
accounts and remaining is under progress. This
figure was also more in 3rd quarter but with drop
out of WE members, we have lost many SB
accounts and therefore, for new members we
need to open the SB accounts again.
Facing all extremeties, WE group took a bold
decision and applied for unemployment allowance
in Kalmangi GP; though there was lot of pressure
created on to these WE group members, we finally
got the unemployment released by government in
their accounts.
Though, applications were submitted for
compensation for delay in wages, but finally had
to compromise and withdraw the same as the
concerned officials requested to do so on account
that the delay in payment of wages is not due to
their negligence but lack of funds.
Drinking water was ensured in all work site while
shade is rarely provided; though, on-site medical
facility was not provided but on-call facility availed
in many cases (Call 108). Creche is never arranged
as it was not felt necessary in any work site.
Government has made their own arrangement of
social audit; also our WE groups were busy with
job-cards, bank accounts and wage-employment,
therefore we could not concentrate on the same
during this year.
We have not been able to concentrate on this
during the year as the completion of 50 days of
work was achieved only in the last week of March
(end of Financial Year 2012-13); most of them
reached 50 days in April 2012 also.
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Village
Monitoring
Committee
(VMC)
formation in every
village (100%) – they
should be functional in
at least 50% villages and
involve in social audit to
make it effective.

Not satisfactory

Satosfactory

Sl. Indicators as agreed in Status as
No. proposal & action plan on date
6 Micro-plan (at least the
action plan for next
financial year shall be
announced in gram
sabha and 1 GP shall
prepare shelf of works)

Justification
The micro-plan exercise was done very
systematically and effectively in Kalmangi GP and
come out with a real micro-plan; however,
government empanelled a set of NGOs for whole
district for preparing shelf-of-works and thus
finally they had to balance between the 2 plans.
Lack of concensus between government
functionaries and our team on this; however,
effort is on and would try the best in the days to
come.

It is clear from the above table that, most of the onjectives/indicators set for the
program are either achieved or marching towards it; there are very few which have
not been succeeded much due to various factors. Therefore, the team is confident
that it would reach the set target by the end of the project period. Lot of positive
changes is seen among the stakeholders including implementing authorities in
terms of accommodating the wage-earners in execution of shelf of works. Similarly,
while preparing the plan of action for 2012-13, lot of labor-oriented works have
been included keeping the pressure of the WE groups in mind. The issue that the
WE group need to fight for is to ensure continuous allotment of works and timely
payment of wages. Once, these are sorted out then we will make the community to
fight for the next level of entitlements like work-site facilities, shade, first-aid, crèche
and such other facilities due to them.
3b.

Project Design and implementation5: The section of the report is drawn from the
annual action plan and activity wise achievement and problems faced are presented
below for the period under reporting. The project is designed to support 4000
families of 8 Gram Panchayats in Sindhanur taluk of Raichur district. After village
selection, the team initially identified the vulnerable section of community who
really needs employment under MGNREGS and then the team organized them into
WE (Wage-Earners) Groups. After systematic training to these WE groups about
their rights and entitlements under NREGA, they are made to demand for the
employment and then participate in execution of shelf of works right from the
beginning till its social audits. The sequence of activities as per the plan document is
described in subsequent paragraphs.

5

This section shoul enumerate how the implementation aspect of the project was designed and actually reveal
insights into the field level activities of the project in detail
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3b.1

Capacity building initiatives: Before taking up any initiative, the team capacity must be
enhanced so that the issues in implementation could be dealt by them in an appropriate
manner; therefore many initiatives have been taken up by Janakalyan as described in
the following sections of the report.

3b.1.1 ToT for Master Trainers to build their capacity in implementing the activities under
NREGA as per the guidelines and Act.
The project orientation was done on 3rd May 2011 to the representatives of all 7
participating NGOs viz. Janakalyan, Prerana, Samuha, Grama Vikas, Roovari, Nav Nirman
Trust and INGRID and an Annual Action Plan for May 2011-April 2012 was drawn by the
team.

The Training of Trainers (ToT) for the selected Master Trainers of all the 7 NGOs were
conducted on 13-14th May 2011 at Prerana Office wherein the following topics were
covered; Sri Prasen Raptan, Sri M Basavarajaiah Swami and Sri Venkatesh Ayanur
participated in the ToT from Janakalyan.
Time Schedule for ToT for the Master Trainers of all participating NGOs
Time
10.00-13.00
15.00-16.00
10.00-13.00
15.00-16.00

Subject
Resource Person
13.5.2011
NREG Act 2005 (rights & entitlements) for WE/OUR
Sri Prasen Raptan
PRI System, Line Dept & Government Structures
Sri S S Ghanti
14.5.2011
NREG problems, issues and solutions & Role of the GP Sri Sharanagouda &
Staff
Sri M Basavarajaiah
Sangathan-Society-Values
Sri Abhay R K

3b.1.2 ToT for NGO functionaries to build their capacity in implementing the activities under
NREGA as per the guidelines and Act.
Immediately after the ToT, the training to the GP Organisers of Janakalyan was
organised in Janakalyan Samrthya Soudha on 16-17 May 2011 wherein 10 candidates
participated. However, these set of employees did not continue for the entire project
period; some of them could not adjust with the nature of works that the project
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demands, especially the agitation with the government officials as well as PRI members.
There was lot of pressure from these groups and they did not allow our employees to
work in these villages; since, the WE groups were in the formation phase, it was difficult
for us to withstand the pressure created by these groups and finally many of the trained
personnel dropped after few months. Thus, many rounds of such training took place
during the reporting period.

The following schedule was adopted for the training using audio-visual aids and
participatory approaches/ tools.
Training Schedule for the Gram Panchayat Organisers (16-17th May 2011)
Time Period
Topic
Methodology Resource Person
09.00-09.30
09.30-11.30
11.45-13.30

14.30-17.00

17.30-20.00
08.30-10.30
10.45-13.00
14.00-16.00
16.15-18.00

Registation & Introduciton
Introduction to Janakalyan, its values,
beliefs and work culture
Poverty
Analysis,
Employment
scenario in the country, timeline of
employment creating schemes in India
In light of the above, how should be
future
employment
generating
schemes/ projects?
Your (People’s) expectations from
future scheme/project?
What shall be the implementation
system for such future scheme?
What are the components / priorities
of works?
How such Action Plan shall be
prepared?
Documentation in such scheme
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Group
Discusssion
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Discussion
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Group
Discussion

Prasen Raptan

Group
Discussion

Venkatesh A

Group
Discussion
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Lecture

Basavarajaih Swami
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Sri Abhay of GraKooS was also invited as guest lecturer for the session on NREGA
practical issues on first day of the training.
In addition, all project staffs have been imparted many rounds of training on NREGA
guidelines, stakes of various stakeholders and objectives & goals of our project; also
the roles and responsibilities of team in effective implementation of the project was
covered in such training along with troubleshooting techniques.
Sl. No.
Date
Venue
Subject
Partici Resource
pants
Person
1 10-11 Jun 11 Janakalyan
NREGA guidelines
10 Prasen Raptan
2
25 Jun 2011 Janakalyan
Stakeholder analysis
10 Prasen Raptan
3
23 July 2011 Janakalyan Troubleshooting techniques 10 Prasen Raptan
4
11 Aug 2011 Prerana
Complain doc System
2 Sharanagouda
5 20-21 Aug 11 Janakalyan Street Play on awareness
10
Moulappa
6 23-24 Aug 11 Prerana
Microplan & Social Audit
2 Ghanti, Premdas
Sharanagouda
7 20-23 Sep 11 Roovari
Microplan on field
8
8
24 Sep 2011 Roovari
GraKooS concept
8
Abhay
9 21-22 Oct 11 Janakalyan Way forward from here
9
Basavarajaiah
10 29 Dec 2011 Janakalyan
Role of volunteers
10 Basavarajaiah
11 30 Dec 2011
Umloti
Role of volunteers
14 Basavarajaiah
12
2 Jan 2012 Kurkunda How to support WE groups 18 Basavarajaiah
13
3 Jan 2012
Umloti
How to support WE groups
8
Basavarajaiah
14 31 Jan&1 Feb Janakalyan
Troubleshooting for
28
Prasen,
volunteers in implementing
Basavarajaiah
NREGA activities in villages
Sharanagouda
of Sindhanur taluk
15
1 Feb 2012 Janakalyan
Volunteers role and
31
Prasen &
documentation
Basavarajaiah
16
9 Feb 2012
Sukalpet New format developed for 19 Basavarajaiah
collecting field data on daily
basis from volunteers
17
27-28 Feb Janakalyan Volunteers training on how 26
Basavarajaih
2012
to fill job card application,
SB account opening form,
job application, etc
18 29 Feb 2012 Umoloti Data compilation from field 21 Basavarajaiah
19 12-13 March Janakalyan
NMR, attendance in
19 Basavarajaiah
2012
worksite, measurement
Sharanagouda
Further, every Saturday we conduct weekly review cum planning meeting wherein
half-a-day is earmarked towards their personality development, and also needbased
inputs to handle various events, circumstances and problems faced in field execution
of the planned activities.
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3b.1.3 Orientation to GP members to sensitize them about the issues related to NREGA
works execution.
The orientation to GP members of all 8 GPs were though delayed but conducted very
systematically in the month of November 2011; initially, the EO as well as PDOs were
reluctant to allow us for such an intervention but finally agreed when we created
pressure and also convinced how it would add to achieve quality in NREGA work
execution. The following table provides information about all such trainingSl.
Gram
Date of
No of PRI members Participated
Resource Person
No.
Panchayat
Training
Male
Female
Total
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Kalmangi
Bappur
Tidigol
Devargudi
Umloti
Gunda
Gududur
Kolbal
Total

27.11.2011
15.11.2011
6.12.2011
5.1.2012
2.11.2011
14.1.2012
8.12.2011

9
9
9
11
4
6
10
58

0
6
3
4
2
3
4
22

9
15
12
15
6
9
14
80

M Basavarajaiah
M Basavarajaiah
Prasen Raptan
Prasen Raptan
M Basavarajaiah
Prasen Raptan
M Basavarajaiah

The topic discussed in these training was- how PRI members can contribute for their
constituency development using MGNREGS provisions by involving the WE groups in
creating productive assets. How our intervention can complement PRI members efforts
of developing their village, how they can help us in making their GP a model GP in
implementing MGNREGS in the State of Karnataka.
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3b.1.4 Orientation workshop for the 3 tier panchayat staffs about the importance of asset
creation activities to be undertaken under NREGA.
The Project Orientation Workshop was conducted in Taluk Panchayat Sindhanur on
21.7.2011 wherein EO, APO, TP Manager and all PDOs of Sindhanur taluk participated.
Few important decisions were taken in this meeting after orienting the officers about
the project and its objectives. The important decisions taken during this meeting area) Formation of Taluk Coordination Committee on NREGA: A Taluk Coordination
Committee was constituted by EO to resolve the issues related to NREGA with
following membersi.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

vii.

EO, TP, Sindhanur
AEE, Sindhanur
ED, Janakalyan
Project Officer, Nav Nirman Trust
PDO of 11 GPs
GPOs of 11 GPs of Janakalyan
Assistant Program Officer, NREGA

Chair
Co-chair
Member
Member
Members
Members
Member-Convenor

It was further decided that the TCC shall meet every two month to resolve the issues
related to implementation of NREGA shelf of works.
b) Distribution of Job Cards: It was resolved that the applications must be supported
with one identity card and the application must be submitted in person by the
employment-seekers and not through the Janakalyan staffs.

c) Project Orientation to GP level Officers/Members: The EP suggested to conduct
such orientation program in the Taluk Head Quarter instead of GP levels and the
dates would be notified by him in due course of time.
Taluk Level Workshop: To create an interface between the PRI members, Government
Functionaries and communities, a daylong Discussion Forum was created on 10.11.2011
at Kote Veeranna Kalyana Mantapa. More than 160 GP members, about 6 TP members,
all line departments, GP staffs and communities participated in the workshop. The
Executive Officer Sri Sharanabasavaraj Kesaratti presided over the program and
addressed the querries posed to him directly by PRI members and communities. The
consortium partners also participated in the program and appreciated the efforts.
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3b.1.5 Learning cum exposure trip to the NGO functionaries in places where NREGA has been
successfully implemented:
With many rounds of discussions in the District Consortium meeting, the team failed to
identify an organization where an exposure for the project team could be finalized; the
other reason was that the team felt an exposure of this nature would be useful only
after few months of first hand experience. Finally, Prasen Raptan finalized an exposure
to SPWD (Society for Participatory Watershed Development) of Udaipur between 24
and 30 November 2011 including the commuting time. All 8 GPOs, Project Head,
Accountant and Executive Director of Janakalyan participated in this exposure trip.
The team could see and learn many innovative interventions which are beyond our
assumptions; some of the important aspects are documented herea) The focuss of their work is on productive agriculture assets creation than wageemployment generation; in the process, the assets would be created in anywar, they
believe and also experienced.
b) The monitoring mechanism that SPWD has developed using GPS (Global Positioning
System) to locate each worksite or structures on the global map which can be
viewed sitting in any corner of the globe.
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c) The important recommendations to NAC based on their experience arei.
Like watershed development project, enough time (3-6 months) and
resources (0.5-2% of total project cost) must be allocated for planning
activities for NREGA shelf of works.
ii.
Similarly, there should be a provision for capacity building of communities
about the NREGA

d) The approach of SPWD is complementary while ours is competition with the
government functionaries and PRI members; more sustainable works could be seen
in their villages for productive asset creation with lesser conflicts.
e) Our team wanted to learn how they have resolved the issues those are experienced
in Karnataka but found no such issues in Rajasthan, at least in SPWD areas of
operation, may be due their different approaches.
In addition, cross learning internal exposures have been conducted within the partners
and Janakalyan participated in 2 such exposures to Roovari & Nav Nirman Trust while
Prerana & Nav Nirman Trust visited Janakalyan; the details are furnished in the
subsequent paragraphs of the report.
Roovari visit: On 27th July 2011, Sri Sharanagouda (District Coordinator) and Sri
Basavarajaiah Swami (PO, Janakalyan) visited Roovari in Linasugur. During visit, The
team met community in Gajjalagatta GP and also met PDO in addition to visit to the
worksite in Chick Hesarur village of Sarjapur GP and later the team also had detailed
discussion with project team and found that staff really got lot of inputs about the
project and contributing and dedicating to ensure benefits to project target families. Lot
of work is being done in mobilizing community, ensure jobs to the community. Positive
point here is lot of target families had job cards and SB accounts. Hence it helped
Roovari team to bank upon and ensure job works.
Nav Nirma Trust visit: On 31st July 2011, Sri Prasen Raptan (Janakalyan) and Sri
Sharanagouda (Distrcit Coordinator) interacted with NNT team after visiting a worksite.
It is worth mentioning here that the local women from the existing groups of Jagruti
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Mahila Sangha has been inducted as GPO in each GP who have lot of ground presence
and contact with their women-folks and it is due to this they could go ahead with
directly providing employment to the women. However, the team coordination need to
be improved is our observation.

Janakalyan visit: On 30th July 2011, Sri Sharanagouda (District Coordinator) and Sri
Savarappa (Nava Nirmana Trust) along with Smt Rangamma (women from Prerana
villages) visited (Janakalyan) Tidigol GP of Sindhanur. The team visited Tidigol worksite,
where PDO came to allot the work to the labors. The team also visited Matur village and
the team had direct interaction with WE groups. The visitors expressed that by ensuring
job cards to these WE groups, we can really contribute something to these needy
communities. The team had interaction with another WE group at Devi Camp of
Devargudi Panchayat and another worksite at Hattigudda where the WE groups have
done wonderful work of digging pits for plantation along the approach road to farms.
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Exposure to Roovari, Lingasugur: Janakalyan team was exposed to Roovari project
villages in Lingasugur taluk on 16-17 August 2011 to learn from their experiences. The
team visited their project villages, interacted with WE group members and project team
and tried to learn how they are implementing the planned activities.
3b.2

Formation of Wage-Earners (WE) groups in the villages: This being the fundamental
activity under the project, unlike other NGOs, Janakalyan took a strategic decision of not
giving importance to the generation of person-days during the 1st and 2nd quarter of the
project but to create a strong base at the grassroot level by promoting and
strengthening the WE groups. Therefore, utmost importance was given in promotion of
WE groups and building relation with them on a sustainable basis and the efforts in this
direction are narrated in the subsequent paragraphs of the report.

3b.2.1 Formation & meeting of WE groups in the villages
While the 1st & 2nd quarters of the project period was earmarked for creation of a strong
base at grassroot by promoting WE groups, the 3rd & 4th quarter was to strengthen their
capacity; the groups promoted in all 8 GPs of Sindhanur taluk are summarised in the
table below.
WE covered in WE
WE
Sl.
Gram
Total Families covered under WE groups
groups
groups
No. Panchayat Families
SC
ST
General Total Promoted Male Female Total

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Kalmangi 1389
Bappur
1782
Tidigol
1890
Devargudi 2500
Umluti
1600
Gunda
2240
Gududur 1950
Kolbal
1690
Total
15041

205
150
297
212
108
82
0
0
1054

122
193
99
180
365
176
142
399
1676

447
115
109
375
353
280
0
0
1679

774
458
505
767
826
538
142
399
4409

32
20
14
31
32
21
7
18
175

863
472
546
839
896
634
142
399
4791

917
496
578
944
935
676
142
399
5087
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It is clear from the table that about 29% (4409) families of 15041 in 8 GPs have been
reached out and brought under the umbrella of WE groups; out of which 62% are
vulnerable communities (24% SC & 38% ST). It is also clear from the table that about
9878 active wage-earners have been covered in these 175 WE groups, out of which
about 51% are women and 49% are men.

The important point to be noted here is that
about 551 families per GP is already covered as
against the target of 500 per GP. The following
interesting figures could also be noted average member per WE group
56
 average family per WE group
25
 average WE group per GP
22
 average WE group per village
3
Further, it is also to be noted that the coverage
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in Kolbal & Gudadur GP is relatively less than other GPs on account that these 2 GPs are
in irrigated belt and thus the Wage-Earners have better option (more wages) in rice field
than in MGNREGS. Since, there were no more GPs with dry-land were available in
Sindhanur block, we had to select these GPs.
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Regular meetings and orientation training have been conducted on weekly basis by the
GPOs to sensitize the wage-earners about the importance of MGNREGS as well as the
salient features, the rights and entitlements of the wage-earners under the scheme.
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These groups meet and interact on fortnightly basis to discuss their issues and next
course of action; above photographs depicts that the group members sitting in meeting
even after dark which shows their involvement in the project.
3b.3

Capacity building initiatives for labor leader: This is an important activity of the project
to capacitate the WE / OUR group members to demand for their rights under the
project. Many capacity building training programs have been conducted during the
reporting period and are documented in the subsequent paragraphs of the report.

3b.3.1 Series of training to the Labor leaders on various aspects of NREGA and related issues
to empower them for demanding their rights & entitlements:
Several rounds of training have been conducted during the reporting period to the WE
group members in order to capacitate them to demand their rights & entitlements
under the Act. The first round of training was focused on project concept as well as
salient features of the Act itself along with the rights and entitlements to the WE under
the Act. The 2nd round was on measurement and payment of works in different types of
soil. Similarly, the 3rd round was on the concept of WE group and collaboration with
GraKooS. The final round was on concept of mate/volunteers. The following table gives
the details of such training conducted during this reporting period.
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Sl.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Date

Venue

SOCIETY

Subject

27.9.11
Bukkanhatti
NREGA, MGNREGS, Rights and
Entitlements, job cards, SB
28.9.11 Karaduchilume
accounts,Job seeking applications,
5.10.11
Hampanal
measurements
7.10.11
Devaragudi
8.11.11
Hattigudda
8.10.11
Kalmangi
5.1.12
Umoloti
Jobcards, SB accounts, shelf of works
and measurements
6.1.12
Hattigudda
27.1.12
Umoloti
Role of group leaders &volunteers
01.02.12 Geeta Camp
WE group Concept, Collaboration
with GraKooS, Mate & Volunteers
02-02-12
Umluti
03-02-12 Dewaragudi
05-02-12
Yallapura
WE group Concept, Collaboration
with GraKooS, Mate & Volunteers
06-02-12
Gorluti
08-02-12
Veera Pura
08-02-12
Kurkunda
WE group Concept, Collaboration
with
GraKooS, Mate & Volunteers
08-02-12 Dewaragudi
10-02-12
Nidigol
12-02-12 Dewaragudi
WE group Concept, Collaboration
with GraKooS, Mate & Volunteers
12-02-12
Umluti
12-02-12
Kalmangi
13-02-12
Gorluti
WE group Concept, Collaboration
with GraKooS, Mate & Volunteers
16-02-12
Uppaldoddi
21-02-12
Kurkunda
25-02-12 Bukkan Hatti
WE group Concept, Collaboration
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Resource Person Member
Basavarajaiah
Basavarajaiah
Basavarajaiah
Basavarajaiah
Basavarajaiah
Basavarajaiah
Sharanagouda
Sharanagouda
Basavarajaiah
Indira
Basawarajaih
Indira
Shivamma
Basawarajaih
Basawarajaih
Basawarajaih
Shivamma
Indira
Basawarajaih
Basawarajaih
Shivamma
Basawarajaih
Basawarajaih
Basawarajaih
Basawarajaih

65
67
32
82
90
49
43
15
25
15
76
17
17
22
43
37
56
17
27
80
24
73
180
125
110
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Sl.
No.
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

Date

Venue

Subject

26-02-12
28-02-12
29-02-12
01-03-12
02-03-12
04-03-12
05-03-12
05-03-12
08-03-12
09-03-12
10-03-12
11-03-12
11-03-12
11-03-12
11-03-12
13-03-12
13-03-12
14-03-12
15-03-12
19-03-12
20-03-12

Bukkan Hatti
Kurkunda
Kurkunda
Kalmangi
Dewaragudi
Nidigol Camp
Dewaragudi
Nidigol
Chikkabergi
Chikkabergi
Chikkabergi
Bappur
Umluti
Tidogol
Tidogol
Dewaragudi
Dewaragudi
Devi Camp
Mullur
Bommanal
Devaragudi

with GraKooS, Mate & Volunteers
WE group Concept, Collaboration
with GraKooS, Mate & Volunteers
WE group Concept, Collaboration
with GraKooS, Mate & Volunteers
WE group Concept, Collaboration
with GraKooS, Mate & Volunteers
WE group Concept, Collaboration
with GraKooS, Mate & Volunteers
WE group Concept, Collaboration
with GraKooS, Mate & Volunteers
WE group Concept, Collaboration
with GraKooS, Mate & Volunteers

Resource Person Member
Shivamma
Shivamma
Indira
Basawarajaih
Shivamma
Shivamma
Indira
Shivamma
Basawarajaih
Indira
Shivamma
Indira
Shivamma
Basawarajaih
Indira
Indira
Shivamma
Basawarajaih
Basawarajaih
Basawarajaih
Shivamma

Total
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73
72
43
26
45
26
45
60
50
52
16
38
92
83
20
20
94
91
61
61
2550
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3b.3.2 Train the staffs and conduct Microplanning in 1 GP:
The microplan training was organized by District Coordinator on 23rd August 2011 at
Prerana, Raichur wherein 2 staffs of Janakalyan participated; on field demonstration of
the same was organized on 20-23 September in Roovari of Lingasugur where 8 GPOs of
Janakalyan participated in helping Roovari to conduct microplan.

Microplanning in Kalmangi: The microplanning of 4 villages of Kalmangi was planned in
consultation with the Gram Panchayat & Taluk Panchayat from 3rd to 6th December 2011
and accordingly all the preparation were done in advance. In order to make an effective
plan, we invited experts from various other organizations too and the following
members constituted the microplan teams for parallel work in 4 villages:
Kalmangi
Hattigudda
Chikkabhergi
Hirebhergi
Partners of Raichur Consortium
Janakalyan – 2
Samuha – 1
Nav Nirman Trust – 1
INGRID – 1

Janakalyan – 2
Prerana – 1

Janakalyan – 1
Samuha – 1
Gram Vikas – 1
Prerana - 1
Roovari – 1

Janakalyan – 1
Gram Vikas – 1
Roovari – 1

Resource Organisations from Belgaum District
Spandana - 1
REACH - 1
Vidyaniketan - 1
VIKASA - 1

Spandana – 1
REACH – 1
Vidyaniketan – 1
VIKASA – 2
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Spandana - 1
REACH – 2
Vidyaniketan - 1
VIKASA - 1

Spandana – 2
REACH – 1
Vidyaniketan – 1
VIKASA – 1
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The schedule for 4 days microplanning exercise to prepare a participatory NREGA plan
for 2012-13 is furnished in the table belowTime
7.00-8.00
8.00-9.00
9.00-10.00
10.00-11.00
11.00-12.00
12.00-13.00

3.12.2011
Arrival in GP
Headquarter
Orientation about
the tasks to be
carried out
Lunch Break

13.00-14.00

introduction of
various formats to
be used

14.00-15.00

15.00-16.00 Constitution of team
& identification of
team leader,
16.00-17.00
facilitator, note
taker, etc.
17.00-18.00
18.00-19.00

19.00-20.00

20.00-21.00
21.00-22.00

Arrival in village
Gram Sabha to
identify volunteers,
decide activities for
next day and
seeking the
participation of
villagers
Orientation to
volunteers

4.12.2011

5.12.2011

Transect walk in the
village to identify
the potential works

Transect walk in the
agriculture land to
identify the
potential works

Compilation of
findings

Lunch Break

Lunch Break

Lunch Break

Household survey to understand the job
card holders, bank account, migration
pattern, etc.
Social & resource
Map to locate the
completed works
and works to be
taken up in 2012-13

Household survey to
understand the job
card holders, bank
account, migration
pattern, etc.

Household survey
contd….

Consolidation of
household data

Gram Sabha to
share the findings of
the day

Gram Sabha to
prioritise the works
identified

Reporting & plan for
next day

Reporting & plan for
next day

6.12.2011
Arrival in GP
Headquarter

Preparation of
estimated budget
for all activities and
preparation of
microplan report

Preparation for
Gram Sabha
Gram Sabha to
share the microplan
and get the
approval of the
Gram Sabha

Return journey

It was an excellent exercise that ever has taken up by Janakalyan under the project
expressed by most of the villagers as well as the participants; some of the villagers
expressed that the exercise done by Janakalyan has made them completely aware about
the activities that could be taken up under MGNREGS under its 8 priorities.
The report of microplan along with the Shelf of Works proposed by the communities for
all 4 villages of Kalmangi Gram Panchayat was submitted to GP, TP & ZP. However, ZP
has prepared a district wide plan of action for all 164 GPs and the PRI members have
also prepared another plan according to their convenience. Finally, a General Body
meeting of all PRI members were conducted and finally the 4th plan was prepared
selecting some activities from all these 3 plans.
3b.3.3 People's action for implementation:
It was high time when WE groups felt that the government machinery is willfully
delaying their response to the needs of the communities; therefore, by experiencing the
taste of several small events in GP and TP levels in order to get the works done, the
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communities are much aware now and thus started organizing many big event even at
district level. Some of the events could be illustrated as under1. Taluk Panchayat, Sindhanur: About 8 women from Kalmangi visited to Taluka
Panchayat on 24th September 2011; they sat for full day demanding the job cards.
They had submitted job card application about a month back but received no
response from PDO. They withdrew their strike only when EO assured them to issue
job cards within a week and accordingly PDO issued job cards to these families
within the same week.
2. Gram Panchayat, Devaragudi: About 60 WE group members protested infront of
Gram Panchayat Office on 13th October 2011 demanding their Job cards as well as
the jobs for which they applied a month back but not received any response from
GP. An application for unemployment allowance was also submitted to the PDO on
this occasion and he agreed to pay the same but no action so far.

3. GP, Kalmangi: WE Group members of Hattigudda (about 35 women) protested
infront of GP Office at Kalmangi on 14th October 2011 demanding the job cards for
which applications were submitted 2 months back but no action was taken by PDO.
The PDO agreed and later issued the job cards to few families.
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4. Taluk Panchayat, Sindhanur: About 8 wage-earners of Shramajeevi WE Group of
Devi Camp of Devargudi GP visited Taluka Panchayat on 10th October 2011 and
demanded 10% extra payment for the work that they have done in Chiratnal in
addition to their wages and also the equipment cost. They also suggested EO to take
action for watch and ward as well as watering of these plants. They also informed EO
that in case the TA and material costs are not reimbursed for the work within 15
days, they would go for indefinite strike.
5. November 2, 2011: An organized people’s action was held on 2.11.2011 in front of
CEO, ZP, Raichur in coordination with all the consortium partners to get resolved
many pending issues in the field; Smt. Girija, Sri Hanumanthraya, Sri Sharanabasava,
Sri Dyamanna, Smt. Indira & Smt Shivamma (GPOs) participated in this protest along
with 32 wage-earners from 8 GPs of our project villages. The CEO promised to
address all pending issues in 30 days time and thus the protest was withdrawn.

6. Zilla Panchayat: About 59 WE group members of Janakalyan along with several
others of consortium sat before Zilla Panchayat from 21-24 November 2011
demanding action the following issues:
i. Amount withdrawn using SB Accounts of WE group members in Geetha Camp
without giving employment
ii. Unemployment allowance to Odaki Lakshmi WE Group, Kalmangi
iii. Less Wage payment paid to Tayamma WE Group, Devargudi
iv. Job Card not issued even after 2 months in Umloti GP
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The people’s action went on for 4 days and nights without interruption and finally
the CEO agreed to initiate actions on all these demands.

7. Hunger Strike: WE groups of Hattigudda went on hunger strike in kamlangi Gram
Panchayat from 30 March 2012 which ended on 31 Mar 2012 when the GP accepted
to credit the wages to their respective SB accounts. About 310 labours worked for 15
days from 6-2-2012 to 23-2-2012 for which payment delayed for more than was not
30 days (till 28-3-2012). They had 3 demands like removal of PDO, Computer
Operator and Rozagar Sevak from immediate effect in addition to payment; except
removal of PDO all other demands were met by the EO.
8. Zilla Panchayat: Demanding several field issues, the District NGO Consortium
initiated a day long strike at ZP on 3 April 2012 wherein about 20 WE members from
each Taluk participated to submit the list of issues to CEO with a notice that if these
are not address within 15 days, the WE groups would be bound to go for serial
hunger strike.
Thereafter, many rounds of such actions by the WE members were conducted in GP,
TP and ZP levels for various issues; major among them are work allotment, payment
delay, unemployment allowances, measurement problems, etc. to draw the
attention of government fucntinaries. Sometimes, EO interevened while most of the
time, these issues were resolved by ZP level officers such as Deputy Secretary or
Chief Executive Officers.
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3b.4

Awareness & Dialogues: Awareness activities play an important role in project
launching and several sets of activities are planned under the project to make it a
successful intervention. The village wise awareness camps organized is summarized in
following table-

Date

Village
Place
Hasamakal
Kalyana
26-8-2011 villge-Guddur Mantapa, Near
GP
Darga
Geetha Camp27-8-2011
In SC Colony
Devargudi GP

28-8-2011 Gudagaladinni

28-8-2011

Bappur

Hanuman
Temple

Grama
Panchayath
office

Participants

Issues Discussed
Why GPs not involving labour community,
40
why are they hesitating to issue job cards
and jobs. How do we ensure our rights.
Importance of JOB Cards, Rights and
35
Benefits and entitlements of MGNREGS
How labours need to unite and form their
own groups to benefit from MGNREGS,
40 families explained the rights and benefits of NREGA.
including GP
How job cards and Bank/post office
president & accounts are very important and what they
members
should do to get job cards, open SB
accounts in post/banks, to get jobs and
payments in time etc.
30

28-8-2011

Devargudi

GP office

75

29-8-2011

Devargudi

All Onis

150

Importance of Job Cards, Rights and
Benefits and entitlements of MGNREGA.
Importance of Job Cards, rights and benefits
and entitlements of MGNREGS. Explained
them on 5th GP is coming to issue job cards,
All whoever want job cards need to apply
and take cards.
Given awareness about importance of
Group formation and how group will benefit
to avail maximum benefits of MGNREGS
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Date

Village

02-9-2011

VeerapurUmluti GP

02-9-2011

Gorluti - Umluti
GP

03-9-2011

Hosur-Umluti

03-9-2011

Karuduchilume
–Umluti

04-9-2011 Mullur -Umluti

27-9-2011

Hanchinal-u/
Kolbal GP

HanchinalCamp/ Kolbal
GP
Konnur/ Kolbal
29-9-2011
GP
27-9-2011

29-9-2011

Kolbal/ Kolbal
GP

SOCIETY
Place

Participants
Issues Discussed
150 Labour Orientation about MGNREGS Act and Given
Devi Temple community and awareness about importance of Group
GP members
formation and how group will benefit to
avail maximum benefits of MGNREGS. Also
told GP is coming to issue job cards in this
60 Labour
village on 8-9-2011. Told all to be in the
Daiva Katte community and
house and submit applications for job cards.
GP members
GP is taking your family photos to issue job
cards.
Importance of Job Cards, Rights and
Benefits and entitlements of MGNREGA.
Explained them on 5th GP is coming to issue
School
50
job cards, All whoever want job cards need
to apply and take cards. Formed two
Labour Groups.
Importance of JOB Cards, Rights and
School
100
Benefits and entitlements of MGNREGS.
Explained them on 5th GP is coming to issue
job cards, All whoever want job cards need
School
100
to apply and take cards.
Orientation about MGNREGS ACT AND
Given awareness about importance of
Group formation and how group will benefit
to avail maximum benefits of MGNREGS.
Temple
150
Importance of JOB Cards, Rights and
Benefits and entitlements of MGNREGS.
Facilitated to prepare job cards applications
for 120 families.
Orientation about MGNREGS Act and given
Temple
50
awareness about importance of Group
formation and how group will benefit to
avail maximum benefits of MGNREGS.
Devi Temple
120
Importance of JOB Cards, Rights and
Benefits and entitlements of MGNREGS.
Facilitated to prepare job cards applications
School Ground
200
for 25 families each.

3b.4.1 Awareness activities (video show, folk media):
Video screening on different participatory projects has been conducted in few villages
while rest are withhold for the want of materials on NREGA which the District
Coordinator assured to provide but finally dropped as such materials are not made
available. However, as an alternate strategy, street play was planned and the team was
trained by a famous artist Mr. Moulappa. A script and few songs have been composed
to make the community aware about the entitilements & rights under NREGA and
various process involved in work planning to execution and then payment.
But, later the team felt that instead of these kind of awareness, an action-oriented
awareness would bear more impacts and therefore, village level camps were organized
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by the team wherein about 6-8 employees together visit a village; they conduct a gram
sabha in the evening and elaborate on the project concept and invite for their
enrollment in terms of job card application. This received a very good response and the
details are furnished in subsequent sections of the report.
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Village Level Camps: In order to get the job cards in time, village level awareness cum
job card distribution camps were organized in each village as per the following schedule,
wherein all GP officers including EO, Taluk Panchayat and Janakalyan team participated
with a computer, camera and photocopying machine.

Gram
Panchayat
05-06 Sep 11 Devargudi
07-09 Sep 11
Umoloti
12-14 Sep 11
Bappur
15-17 Sep 11
Tidigol
Aug-Oct 2011 Kalmangi
17-20 Oct 11
Tidigol
Total
Date
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Participants
for all villages
1200
Awareness on NREGA in
1350
camp mode by the team of
1250
10 staffs & Job card
application, photo
1450
documentation, job card
0
printing and distribution
1550
6800
Purpose of the Camps

Job card
applied
365
375
317
380
240
450
2127
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3b.4.2 Printing of materials for awareness:
Lots of materials have been printed on the concept of project and the community
participation; some of the materials printed commonly by the District Cell are listed
below1) Posters on NREGA concept
500 copies
2) Handbill on rights and entitlements under NREGA
3000 copies
3) Pictorial palmphlates on DO’s and Don’t’s of NREGA 4000 copies
These materials have been used for creating awareness among the communities and
found useful in this direction.
3b.4.3 GP level dialogues on monthly basis to review the progress by the Coordination
Committee:
Though lots of efforts have been put in this direction but the elected representatives as
well as the executing authorities are considering us as their competitors assuming that
we might take away their rights; therefore, everywhere the response from the elected
representatives have not been very proactive/ positive. However, efforts are on and
hopefully we will be able to get their support in near future, once they truly understand
our purpose.
However, instead of waiting for the government functionaries to respond, our team has
already promoted GP level WE Committees and their regular meeting are conducted to
review and plan the activities in their respective GPs. The details of these GP level WE
Committees are furnished in the table belowSN Name of Date of
Venue
Partici
Meeting Facilitated by
GP
Formation
pants
1 Devargudi 19-11-2011
HP School
30 Basavarajaiah, Prabhu, Dyamanna
2
Umluti 22-11-2011
GP Office
25 Basavarajaiah, Shivamma & Indira
3 Bappur 23-11-2011
GP Office
15
Prabhu & Basavarajaiah
4
Gunda 23-11-2011
GP Office
10
Hanumanthraya, Prabhu &
Basavarajaiah
5 Kalmangi 23-11-2011 Valmiki Bhavan 16
Shivamma & Indira
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3b.4.4 Block level dialogues on bimonthly basis to review the progress by the Coordination
Committee:
During the 1st quarter, we could conduct 1 Block level dialogues on 21st July 2011 in
Taluk Panchayat Office, Sindhanur in the chairmanship of Executive Officer, TP,
Sindhanur. The Block Level Coordination Committee was consituted in this meeting and
the decision on job card issue was taken by the EO. The second meeting of Taluk
Coordination Committee was held on 27.8.2011 at TP Meeting Hall in the chairmanship
of the EO, TP, Sindhanur. The 3rd meeting was on 10.11.2011 at Kote Veeranna Kalyana
Mantapa in the chairmanship of EO, TP, Sindhanur.

There were several other dialogues during the year which have taken place between the
EO and WE group members; though, these were not structured meeting but at various
occasion, these meetings happened to resolve the field issues.
3b.4.5 District level dialogues on Quarterly basis to review the progress by the Coordination
Committee:
The first district level dialogue was conducted on 18.2.2012 at Zilla Panchayath, Raichur
at 3 PM. The Deputy Secretary chaired the meeting to review taluka-wise issues but
since the EO and concerned PDOs did not turn up, he instructed the EO to review and
report on 21.2.2012 at TP Sindhanur. Accordingly, all field staffs & selected WE group
members attended the review at TP Sindhanur where the major issues were not
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acceptance of applications, no jobs and also delayed payment. The EO instructed all
PDOs for immediate action on the issues that were presented before him.

12

28.5.2011

11

4.6.2011

11

11.6.2011

08

18.6.2011

09

25.6.2011

16

Janakalyan

Kalmangi

Janakalyan

Janakalyan

17.5.2011

Janakalyan Janakalyan

3b.4.6 Monthly NGO level review meeting by NGO Chief Functionary in the presence of
District Project Coordinator:
Though, it was planned to conduct review meeting on monthly basis, later the team felt
the need of more frequent meeting considering the quantum of works and team
strength in the beginning. Therefore, Janakalyan team conducted meeting on weekly
basis on every Saturday. However, in the 4th quarter we reduced the frequency of
meeting as the team was stabilized by now and also because the field presence was
required more. The major meeting and the important decisions are tabulated as underNo of
Date
Key decisions/ inputs
Venue
staffs
 Collect the current list of job cards, bank account & job availed
during 2010-11
 Collect approved action plan 2010-11, PRI & GP officers contact
details and build relation with them
 Formation of 2 WE Groups
 Almost all of these GPOs failed to achieve the target due to lack
of cooperation from the GP Officials and public
 Again planned to collect the current list of job cards as well as
agreed to promote 2 WE groups in each GP
 Some of the GPO brought the incomplete computer generated
list with PRI & GP officials contact details; some of them could
introduce themselves with the PDO
 Planned to submit application for all the interested
employment seekers as the list of current job card holders is
not made available by the GP officials; they will then review the
application and give us the job cards
 Lots of issues/problems have been raised by the field staffs
 Assigned the tasks in pairs to collect list of job card holders
 Awareness meeting in each villages in the evening
 Submit at least 100 job card application & job demand
 Contact details of PRI & GP officials collected
 Assigned the task collecting current list of job cards along with
family and bank account details.
 Collection of Annual Action Plan 2010-11
 Job application by 30-35 people in at least 2 villages in each GP
 Finalising dates for GP Orientation in next week
 Preparation for Awareness Program in each GP from next week
 Submission of application for job card on mass scale – at least
1000 per GP (we will print and provide Form No.1B & 2 and 6)
 Formation of WE / OUR groups in each of these villages –
covering all these 1000 families
 Fixed day visit to every village
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No of
Venue
staffs
12

16.7.2011

10

23.7.2011

11

13.8.2011

7

18-19 Aug
2011

10

1-2 Oct 2011

11

3 Nove 2011

6

3 Nov 2011

10

8 Dec 2011

11

JanakalyanJanakalyanJanakalyanJanakalyan Kalmangi

Geeta Camp,
Janakalyan
Devaragudi

Umoloti

9.7.2011

Janakalyan

Date

SOCIETY
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Key decisions/ inputs
 About 100-150 job applications have been submiitted in each
GP
 Planned to reach out at least 800 by the end of the week with
acknowledgements from PDO
 Several problems at the field level were raised by the GPOs
which were resolved one by one to their satisfaction
 Applications were prepared but not accepted by the PDOs
instead they are insisting for identity card and submission of
application individually
 Decided to promote WE groups with all these applicants and
orient them about the NREGA rights & entitlements
 Many WE groups promoted in each GP by GPOs
 It was also decided that those who have the job card as well
as bank account shall be facilitated for job seeking
 WE groups training and awareness activities planned
 WE Group formation, job cards availing, SB Accounts opening
and facilitation for job works
 Finally decided to work in a team initially to establish good
rapport with community and complete the group formation
and job card availing
 Primary thrust was on work in a team, most of the staff not
shown interest and ultimately Prasen asked all staff to work
independently but insisted them to show the outputs as per
action plan.
 Progress review and plan of action for next 1 month
 Updating register of family coverage, job cards, SB accounts,
job application, etc.
 Planning for Taluk Workshop in presence of District
Coordinator and NNT staffs

 Review of progress and plan for next fort night
 Data compilation
 Work distribution
 Progress review by District Coordinator
 Data compilation
 Plan of action for next one month on day to day basis
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6 Jan 2012

11

27 Jan 2012

10

4-7 Feb 2012
5
9 Feb 2012

17

29 Feb 2012

11

2 Mar 2012

9

3 Mar 2012

8

12 Mar 2012

26

26
10 Apr 2012

Umoloti

11

Devaragudi

14 Dec 2011

Sukalpet Sukalpete
JanakalyanJanakalyanJanakalyan
Sindhanur Sindhanur

No of
Venue
staffs

IB,
Janakalyan Umoloti
SIndhanur

Date

Key decisions/ inputs
 Why the planned activities are not being implemented?
 Changed the strategy to do team work in 2-3 members
instead of individual plan
 Progress review and plan for next fortnight
 Data compilation

 Progress review and plan for next fortnight
 Data compilation



Review of progress of the quarter and planning for next
quarter
Collated all the data and finalized the 3rd quarterly report




Developed format for reporting by the volunteers
Progress review and planning





Progress review for Umoloti Cluster
Plan for next 15 days
Report colletion and filling formats





Progress review for Devaragudi and Tidigol GPs
Plan of action prepared
Reporting compliance by the volunteers





Progress review for Umoloti and Kalmangi GPs
Plan of action prepared
Reporting compliance by the volunteers



 Progress review and planning by District Coordinator
 Data compilation
 Volunteers payment
 Annual Report submission
 Payments to all volunteers
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It was also made as a practice to conduct the weekly review meeting in one of
Panchayat Head Quarter on every Saturday.

3b.4.7 District level NGO Consortium review meeting in the presence of all NGO level Project
Coordinator:
The District NGO Consortium meets every month in 1 NGO and the meeting
conducted during the reporting period are furnished below-
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Date
Representation by
Key decisions/ inputs
Prasen
Raptan
Staff
Recruitment,
Ms. Jahnavi visit, Staff Training, Bank
3.5.2011
18.5.2011

6.7.2011
10.8.2011
10.9.2011
10.10.2011
11.11.11
9.12.11
10.01.12
10.02.12
22.04.12

M Basavarajaiah account opening, basic data collection, GP finalisation, District
& State Coordinator selection, “Swabhimanada Baduku”.
Prasen Raptan Common minimum point for Annual Action Plan decided by
M Bsavarajaiah all NGOs
M Basavarajaiah Progress review, planned for microplanning and exposure for
NGO heads, printing materials, District Level Workshop by
District Coordinator
None
Cross learning visit planned, fixed date for District Consortium
Meeting (10th), 2nd round of training to GPO
M Bsavarajaiah Held at Grama Vikas: microplanning training planned and
reviewd the person-days of works generated by NGOs
Prasen Raptan Held at Janakalyan: Status reviewd using a simple table and
M Bsavarajaiah & 5 the team felt that we have not in right direction; action plan
GPOs
prepared to promote WE groups, job cards, bank accounts
M Bsavarajaiah Held at Samuha: Same trend continued as done in Janakalyan
by Prasen Raptan
M Basavarajaiah Held at Gram Vikasa: Expsoure finalized by Prasen to SPWD,
Udaipur, reaching 5000 families by the end of the month
M Basavarajaiah No NGO shall use GraKooS name in their project village; No
review but only sharing and planning meeting by consortium
M Basavarajaiah Microplan completion, GraKooS membership, SDTT visit
M Basavarajaiah Held at NNT, Potnal: decided dates of microplan for
remaining NGOs.
M Basavarajaiah Held at Kudala Sangama and reviewed progress of 2 months;
emphasis on execution of shelf of works as this is the time
when WE needs more work.
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Project Outputs and Dissemination6: Major workshops and training programs
conducted during the project period have been reported in respective sections of
the report. In addition, many publications have been brought out during this period
for the target communities; some of these are listed belowSl.
Quantity
Publications
No.
Published
1
A brochure on NREGA concept, rights and entitlements of the
3000 copies
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

WE & OUR groups
A pictographical handbill about NREGA concept, rights and
entitlements of the WE & OUR groups
A Poster on NREGA concept, rights and entitlements of the WE &
OUR groups
Form No.1 for Job Card application
Form No.6 for Job application
Quarterly Progress Report (Volume I & II)
The Workshop conducted on 10.11.11 was published in all
leading newspapers of Sindhanur/Raichur
Quarterly Progress Report (Volumes I, II and III)

4000 copies
500 copies
8000 copies
5000 copies
10 copies each
Leading
newspapers
50 copies

6

This section should provide information on the workshops/conferencess, etc. conducted as part of the training
program and also provide for information on the papers, reports, etc. as part of the project
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List of shelf of works executed by the WE group members of 8 GPs in Sindhanur taluk during May 2011- April 2012Sl.
Place of
Name of
Date work
Total person Total
Name of Worksite
Village
No.
worksite
GP
started
families days Amount
1
Desiltation of Silt in the Tank at Hill In the Hill area Hire-Berigi Kalmangi
14/11/2011
56
1462 182750
areafrom Urakere
2
Desiltation of Silt from Urakere
adjacent to
Kalmangi Kalmangi 2/12/2011 to
92
4672 584000
Kalmangi
16/1/2012
3 Desiltation of Silt in Basirigidada Tank
Way to
Veerapur
Umluti
29/12/2011
16
454
56750
Rathnapur
4 Desilting work in Drinking waterkere Near Primary
Geetha Devargudi
27/1/2012
11
298
37250
School
Camp
5
Desiltation of Silt from Hale-kere Way to Gorluti Umluti
Umluti
20/1/2012
45
232
29000
6
Jungle Cutting and Desiltation in
Near Gorluti
Gorluti
Umluti
20/1/2012 to
45
1562 195250
Gorluti Kere (Shivanagoudana Farm)
village
3/2/2012
7 Desiltation of Silt in Donnenalu Tank
Mullur
Mullur
Umluti
25/1/2012
21
765
95625
8 Desiltation of Silt in BasiriGidada Tank
Way to
Veerapur
Umluti 29/12/2011 to
16
452
56500
Rathnapur
2/1/2012
9
Construction of Compound Wall to Duggammagun Devargudi Devargudi 5/1/2012 to
20
560
70000
Duggammagunda Primary School
da
16/1/2012
10 Desilting work in Drinking water kere Near Primary
Geetha Devargudi 25/1/2012 to
13
286
35750
School
Camp
8/2/2012
11
Desilting work in Ura-kere
Urakere
Hattigudda Kalmangi
6/2/2012 to
119
3752 469000
23/2/2012
12
Construction of Safety Wall for
Urakere
Hattigudda Kalmangi
02-07-12
8
96
12000
Urakere
13
Desilting work in Ura-kere
Urakere
Chickberigi Kalmangi 10/2/2012 to
43
1363 170375
24/2/2012
14
Desilting work in Ura-kere
Urakere
Chickberigi Kalmangi 12/2/2012 to
44
1406 175750
23-2-2012
15 Cutting of Aapu & Desiltation silt near
Near
Devargudi Devargudi 4/2/2012 to
22
665
83125

Sir Dorabji Tata Trust
Mumbai
Sl.
No.

16
17
18

19
20
21
22

23
24
25
26
27
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Place of
Name of
Date work
Total person
Village
worksite
GP
started
families days
Duggammagunda Stream
Duggammagud
16/2/2012
a
Construction of Safety Wall behind Behind Primary Devargudi Devargudi 4/2/2012 to
20
597
HPS to erect water coming into village
School
17/2/2012
Desilting work in Drinking water kere Near Primary
Geetha Devargudi 25/1/2012 to
12
308
School
Camp
8/2/2012
Desilting of silt in Drinking water kere Near Primary Devicamp Devargudi 9/2/2012 to
63
1426
in Geetha Camp
School, Geetha
15/2/2012
Camp
Desiltation of Silt from Hale kere Way to Gorluti Umluti
Umluti
20/1/2012 to
46
2962
1/2/2012
Jungle Cutting and Desiltation in
Near Gorluti
Gorluti
Umluti
20/1/2012 to
45
1440
Gorluti Kere (Shivanagoudana Farm)
village
3/2/2012
Desiltation of Silt in Donnenalu Tank
Mullur
Mullur
Umluti
25/1/2012 to
21
816
3/2/2012
Removal of Grass and Desiltation of SC Colony in
Geetha Devargudi
22/2/2012
11
316
Silt in Jala Nirmala Tank in Geetha Geetha Camp
Camp
Camp in SC Colony
Desiltation of Silt from Urakere
adjacent to
Kalmangi Kalmangi 24/2/2012 to
94
5251
Kalmangi
13/3/2012
Desiltation of Silt from Hale kere Way to Gorluti Umluti
Umluti
25/2/2012 to
43
225
27/2/2012
Desiltation of silt in the stream
adjacent to Uppaldoddi Tidigol
28/2/2012 to
26
361
adjacent to Uppaldoddi village
Village
13/3/2012
Desiltation of silt in Basalingappana
Way to
Umluti
Umluti
27/2/2012
40
1863
Anekattu
Bukkanatti
Desiltation in (Odaku Kere) Tank at down side of Hire-Berigi Kalmangi 25/2/2012 to
58
1520
Hireberigi tank (in hill area)
the hill
7/3/2012
Name of Worksite
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Total
Amount

74625
38500
178250

370250
180000
102000
39500

656375
28125
45125
232875
190000
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assets for Optimum Users of Resources (OUR group)
Sl.
Place of
Name of
Date work
Total person
Name of Worksite
Village
No.
worksite
GP
started
families days
28 Desiltation of silt in Duggammagunda Duggammagun Devargudi Devargudi 3/3/2012 to
23
678
Stream
da, Devargudi
10/3/2012
29
Desilting work in Ura-kere
Urakere
Chickberigi Kalmangi 26/2/2012 to
44
1412
17/3/2012
30 Desiltation in Nala in Chirathnal Hall
Chirathnal
Chirathnal Devargudi
03-03-12
13
145
village
31 Development of Rudrabhumi in front
infront of
Devargudi Devargudi
03-03-12
29
2274
of GP office
Grama
Panchayath
Office
32 Desiltation of silt in Basirigidada Kere
Way to
Veerapur
Umluti
9/3/2012 to
15
456
Ratnapur
22/3/2012
33 Desiltation of silt & Jungle cutting in Hokrani Area
Gunda
Gunda
13/3/2012 to
125
2469
Hokrani Kere
between hill
20/3/2012
34 Desiltation in Nala from Huchappana Kacha Road Devargudi Devargudi 12/3/2012 to
29
2362
Farm to Basavanna Camp in
going from
19/3/2012
Devargudi
Devargudi to
Devi Camp
route
35 Formation of Drinage from Stream to In Kurkunda Kurkunda
Tidigol
14/3/2012 to
23
565
Women Public Toilet
village
28/3/2012)
36
Jungle Cutting & Desiltation in
Nidigol Camp
Nidigol
Tidigol
19/3/2012 to
39
114
HoKrani (Kere) in Nidigol camp
Camp(Bhask
26/3/2012
ar Rao
camp)
37
Desiltation of silt in the stream
adjacent to Uppaldoddi Tidigol
19/3/2012 to
25
367
adjacent to Uppaldoddi village
Village
26/3/2012
38 Desiltation of sand from chirathnal
Chirathnal
Bommanal Devargudi
19/3/2012
50
743
Stream and shifting the same for
Stream to
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Total
Amount
84750
176500
18125
284250

57000
308625
295250

70625
14250

45875
92875
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Sl.
No.

Name of Worksite

39

levelling the ground of Anganwadi
School
Desiltation of silt in Basalingappana
Anekattu
Desiltation of silt in the Gorluti Kere

40
41
42

44

Desiltation in Urakere
Desiltation of silt & Jungle cutting in
Urakere
Trenching pits to transplant forest
trees
Desiltation of silt in Urakere

45

Desiltation in Canal

43

SOCIETY
Place of
worksite
Anganwadi
School
Way to
Bukkanatti
Near Gorluti

Village

Name of
GP

Date work
started

Umluti

Umluti

47

2440

305000

Umluti

36

918

114750

Bappur
Matur

Hosur
(Veerapur)
Bappur
Matur

22/2/2012 to
29/3/2012
03-01-12

Bappur
Bappur

13/10/2011
12-07-11

31
61

910
2597

113750
324625

Hill area

Gunda

Gunda

95

2029

253625

Hogarnal

Hogarnal

Gunda

71

2734

341750

Gudadam
Camp
Bukkanatti

Gudadam
Camp
Bukkanatti

Tidigol

13/9/2011 to
27/9/2012
12/12/2011 to
29/12/2011
22/3/2012 to
29/3/2012
11/11/2011 to
27/11/2011
22/2/2012 to
29/3/2012

14

187

23375

50

589

73625

54

700

87500

46 Trenching pits for transplanting plants
in Bukkanatti Hill
47
Desiltation of silt and jungle in
Karuduchilume Karuduchilu
Urakere
me

Umluti
Umluti

Total person Total
families days Amount

1924
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59799 7474875

3d.

Capacity Building7: For the staff involved in the project, many training have been
organised in order to equip them to deal with various issues related to NREGA. In
addition, the weekly review meeting also deals with one or the other subjects
related to the project implementation. These training can be tabulated as underSl.
Theme / Subject matter of the training
No.
1 Salient features of NREG Act with latest
changes made by GoK in its execution
2 Documentation, measurement, payment,
unemployment allowance under NREGA
3 Job Card and Job Application
4 WE & OUR group concept, formation and
strengthening
5 Goal setting and Problem Solving
6 Orientation to volunteers about the project
concept and the service pattern; the formats
to be used for reporting and the incentives
that they will be eligible for their services as
under Rs.10/- for each new job card
 Rs.20/- for each new SB account
 Rs.50/- per day for ensuring minimum 2550 person-days
 Rs.250/- for ensuring the full payment of
50 wage earners
 It is told that for claiming service charges,
they must produce job card copies, SB
account pass books, NMR copies,
payment check list as evidence.
7 Volunteers training on job card applications,
SB account application and job application
along with attendance in worksite.
8 Sharanagouda and Basavarajaiah addressed
the issues faced by the volunteers in field
9 GraKooS concept orientation to 6 staffs of
Janakalyan by Premdas and Abhay along with
about 100 other staffs of partner NGOs of
Raichur district.

7

Venue

Date

Janakalyan

13-14 May 2011

Janakalyan

16-17 May 2011

Janakalyan
Janakalyan

10-11 June 2011
25 June 2011

Janakalyan
Janakalyan

9 July 2011
31 Jan & 1 Feb
2012

Church
Building,
Kurukunda
Janakalyan

27-28 Feb 2012

Athithi Guest
House,
Kudula
Sangama

21-22 April 2012

13 Mar 2012

This section should enumerate the various capacity buildings programs carried out as part of the project. It should
also detail out capacity building programs for the staff, communities and others
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In addition, many rounds of capacity building training programs have been organized
for the labor leaders, PRI members, government functionaries which are dealt in
appropriate section of this report (3b.3.1).
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4. Project Management8:
Project Team: The following professionals constitute our team, which is responsible
for execution of the activities planned under this project.
Experienc
Sl.
Designation
Name of the
Qualification
Period of
e in NGO
No.
staff
service
1 Executive
Prasen Raptan
B. Tech. (Ag.Engg.),
15 years
Director
PGDMN
2 Project Officer
M. Basavarajaiah
B.Com.
24 years 1.5.2011 - till date
3 GPO – Umoloti
Smt Shivamma
PUC
3 years 1.5.2011 - till date
4 GPO – Kalmangi
Smt Indira B
BA
4 years 1.5.2011 – till date
5 GPO – Bappur
Prabhugouda
BA, DCA
1 year 1.5.11 – 15.12.11
Krishna
BBM
2 years 16.12.11 – 29.2.12
6 GPO – Gunda
Yankappa
PUC
6 years 1.5.11 – 31.8.11
Hanumantraya
MSW
2 years 1.9.11 – 30.11.11
Yankappa
PUC
6 years 1.12.11 – till date
7 GPO – Tidigol
Basavaraj R
PUC
2 years 1.5.2011 – 30.8.11
Akbar Saab
MSW
1 year 1.9.11 – 31.10.11
Dyamanna
PUC
3 years 1.11.11 – till date
8 GPO – Devaragudi Smt Girija SM
PUC
1 year 1.5.2011 – 29.2.12
1.5.11 – 31.10.11
9 GPO – Kolabal
Sharanabasava
MSW
1.5.11 – 31.10.11
10 GPO – Gudadur
Ravichandra
MSW
11 Documentation
Manojit Biswas
B.Com.
6 years 1.5.2011 - till date
Planning: The project planning is done before submission of the proposal to the donor
in consultation with the target communities while Annual Action Plan is prepared by
the Project Execution & Management Teams in the beginning of the year. However,
based on the field conditions, the weekly plan of action is prepared by the team which is
reviewed in the Weekly Review Meeting. Based on the inputs from the field team and
also the inputs the management team recieves during their field visits, this weekly plan
is prepared and executed.
Review: Weekly review meeting is the forum for discussions, decisions, planning,
review and iteraction between the execution and management teams of Janakalyan.
Every Saturday, the team meets to review the activities planned for the week and plan
the activities for the next week. This weekly review meeting is conducted in the
presence of Executive Director of Janakalyan.
Reporting: The GPOs directly report to the Project Officer (PO) and the PO in turns
reports to the ED in this project.
8

This section should provide information on the maangement aspects of the project. It should provide information
on the staff involved, reporting and interaction mechanism, etc. it should also throw light on the planning aspects of
the project
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Interaction Mechanism: In addition all the field staffs are provided with mobile
allowance and the execution team is in regular contact with the Management Team on
day-to-day basis in order to facilitate the field level activities; this also keeps the
management team updated on daily basis.
5. Impact9:
At the end of 1st year, the following impacts are seen in the villages where Janakalyan is
implementing the program since May 1, 2011.
1) The real wage-earners are now aware about the MGNREGS, their rights and
entitlements, the process to obtain the employment and the path to be travelled to get
their wages from the Gram Panchayat.
2) The wage-earners realized the value of the job-cards and thus reluctant to hand these
over to the GP members/contractors; they now believe that job card is more valuable
than ration card (the total ration in year is much lesser than Rs.12500 wages). This has
created conflicts between the community and the elected representatives. Further,
those who do not have a job card are requesting the field team to assist them to get a
job card. This is why the team could mobilise so many applications for job card from
these villages.
3) Participation of women in execution of shelf of works has increased tremendously than
it was before this intervention.
4) The major benefits of our intervention are reaching to the lower strata of the society i.e.
SC & ST communities in our operating villages.
5) Use of machines and involvement of contractor has reduced to some extent; even the
GP members are showing less interest in taking up the works as the Job cards are not
available freely as it was earlier. This gives more scope to the community participation.
6) Many wage-earners are emerging as community leaders by improving their leadership
qualities in the process of managing their WE groups.
7) A brake on migration could be seen even in this severe drought at least in these set of
villages; but waiting for months together to get the wages made them to think twice
whether they should demand their rights or to migrate to elsewhere for their daily and
immediate needs.
8) The wage-earners realized the importance of documentation as also the records to be
maintained at various levels in order to get correct and timely payment or
unemployment allowances.
9

This section should provide information on the impact of the program. This section should provide information on
what the outcome of the project is and what changes it has broguht about on to the peoplescape and landscape of
the region with reference to the proverty-orientation, geneder equality, human rights/democratic functioning and
environment. It should also mention any outstanding issues that the project could not address or those that emerged
during the implementatio phase. Further, this section should throw light on the program efficiency, effectiveness and
sustainability of outcomes. If relevant, this section should also throw light on the policy levels outcomes of the
project.
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9) Children in villages pay their school fee from the wages earned by their parents through
this intervention; they wait the GP to disburse the amount in the bank accounts.
10) Though, transparency as process has increased to some extent at least at the district
level, the same need to percolate to the lower tier of PRI too.
11) The wage-earners strictly adhere to the measurement prescribed in MGNREGS though it
was extremely difficult in the beginning to change this mindset.
12) Community feels that the local wages in agriculture operations has increased only
because of MGNREGS; prior to this, the wage rate was as low as Rs.50-70 per day.
13) The gap between government departments and communities are reducing as the
communities are well aware about the responsibilities of the government staffs as well
as their own rights; therefore, unlike earlier the community does hesitate to approach
any government at any levels. The people’s actions at various levels have empowered
the communities to that extent. WE leader even call the CEO of ZP about their issues
directly. The Gram Panchayat officials have become proactive in attending the wage
earners demands; they are also responding to the wage earners immediately without
any delay or querries.
14) The process of WE Group formation in each village and then empowering them through
rounds of capacity building initiatives helped us to achieve more work in less time.
15) Community proactively participates in different activities, more so in the dharna, even
with their monitory contribution as because they realized their rights and entitlements
under the Act.
16) Questioning attitude has developed among the wage-earners through this intervention;
the wage-earners now approach various authorities for their rights, entitlements and
clarifications.
17) The PRI members have realised that the communities have become aware now and thus
it won’t be that easy for them to go ahead without involving the WE & OUR groups in its
implementation.
18) The Janakalyan team has collected the Action Plan 2011-12 from EO and circulated and
also made aware the WE groups members about the works that have been proposed in
their respective villages, which has created a strong opinion group in the villages about
the amount they can get through these works (summary of activiites of 8 GPs are
furnished in Annex I).
19) Unlike earlier the PRI members in some of the GPs are not at all interested to execute
the NREGS shelf of works but allowing the Wage-earners to work as laborers.
20) Because of the awareness among the wage-earners, the NMR is made available to the
WE group representative from the day-1 of the work execution.
21) The government functionaries have realized that the future action plans must be
prepared with maximum employment generation opportunities.
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22) Unlike earlier, the Government line departments are directly supplying the materials to
the worksite instead of involving the PRI members or contractors in the chain.
Problems faced by the project team: The team is experiencing many peculiar issues in
implementing the planned activities and some of these are documented here for the
readers to understand the project1) The PRI members as well as GP employees exhibiting resistance against organizing the
wage-earners into WE groups, conducting awareness programs on NREGA and also
training these mass.
2) There are lots of fake job cards which are entered into MIS which do not belong to any
families of the GP; again in some cards, the photos and names of the family members
are mismatched. With repeated efforts we failed to convince the PDO & EO but finally
though they agreed to rectify the problems but still remained unattainded.
3) The Post Master takes more than a month to open a SB account and make the wageearners to turn around between Post Office and Gram Panchayat for signatures and
documents which they can ask to get in one go.
4) The PDOs/PRI members consider WE groups as their rivals and allot only pit digging
wokrs to these WE groups while rest of the works to the PRI members.
5) Work estimates and quantity of labor requirement for a particular work is not shared
with the WE groups before allotting the works; the WE groups are kept in dark about
these facts and thus they are not aware about the person-days of works available for a
particular work.
6) The WE group members face extreme difficulties in reaching out to the PDOs as they are
hardly available in GP headquarter and neither they are reachable through phones;
getting PDO signature on SB account opening form, submission of job card application,
submission of job application, etc. becomes difficult for them. Even if he is reached with
all difficulties, he refuses to provide acknowledgement for job application, etc.
7) The jobs are not allotted within the prescribed period, if allotted with lot of pressure
measurement is not done in time which delays the entire payment process
demotivating the wage-earners. Further, delay in measurement destroys the size
reducing the quantity and thus payment to the wage-earners.
8) Wage-earners are in dilemma whether to join us (NGOs are external person) to demand
their rights or the local leaders (PRI members) who helps them in difficulties with money
or moral supports? All our efforts through motivation, training and individual
interactions go in vein in many cases due to the threats of the local leaders to the WE
group members.
Issues remained un-addressed: The major issues emerged during the project
implementation during this period but the team could not handle completely are1) Motivating the PRI members is the major issue need to be tackled very systematically;
though we have put all efforts since they got elected fresh to keep them away from
pollution of corruption, it still remained an issue of concern for the team. Systematic
strategies need to be designed in future course of action.
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2) The project team assessed the job cards and SB accounts of the target families and
found that about 80% of the real working and genuine labour community don’t have
these two basic documents; we started organizing them into WE Groups but the
cooperation from the government functionaries is very poor.
3) Availability PDO or any officer in Gram Panchayat is an issue and thus WE group
members are getting frustrated to submit the application for job cards as well as
employment.
Challenges: The challenges before commencement of the program were different than those
we are facing after a year after intervention along MGNREGS. Major among these are listed
below before planning for next year activities because the plan of action must take all the
challenges in to consideration1. The MGNREGS shelf of works is still prepared by the government officers without consulting
the real wage-earners; the process of developing microplans involving various stakeholders
and organizing gram sabha is done only for the record sake.
2. Government functionaries fail to deliver their duties and responsibilities as far as MGNREGS
rights and entitlements of communities are concerned.
3. Payment of wages to the wage-earners is not within the prescribed time limit in 100%
cases.
4. The concerned authorities fail to give measurement before assigning the works to the
wage-earners while they also do not involve the wage-earners while taking postmeasurement; this cause less payment of wages to the wage-earners, which is a demotivating factor for the wage-earners in participating execution of works next time
onwards.
5. The IEC budget of the MGNREGS is not being utilized properly by the implementing
authorities.
6. There is less cooperation from Bankers/Post Offices for opening of labor accounts as well as
payment of wages.
7. The project is meant for uneducated wage-earners but the paper works is too much either
to get the employment or to receive the payment of wages.
8. Support and cooperation from PRI members in implementing manual works through the
wage-earners for creation of durable productive assets is negligible.
9. In several villages, the job-cards as well as bank pass book is still with the PRI members /
contractors and the real wage-earners facing extreme difficulties in getting these back.
10. Wage-earners still face difficulties in submitting their job applications or claiming
unemployment allowances, etc.
11. Inadequate staff at GP/TP to execute this project is also a factor for ineffective
implementation of the MGNREGS activities.
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12. Lots of works are executed without generating NMR and the same is not made available at
the worksite even after repeated request; later they generate NMR as per their
convenience and for the wage-earners of their interest giving chances for all
misappropriation.
13. It has remained as an issue to conduct GP, TP and ZP level reviews during the year due to
lack of participation of the government functionaries in such reviews.

6. Overall assessment10:
We at Janakalyan are happy with the performance of the team in translating the
planned activities into action during the reporting period; we have also achieved the
objectives to the extent as compared to the project period. However, there is much to do
in the days to come which are planned for next 1 year in order to achieve the revised
objectives and target; also to take the project to the next level of sustainability.
7. Recommendations11:
At this stage of project implementation, it is not wise to recommend as the learning are
still at raw stage; however, whatever remained our experience in more than a year of
intervention in NREGA, we feel that1) Local youths must be involved in facilitating the works under NREGA to withstand
the pressure from the PRI members and government functionaries; the model that
Janakalyan has introduced to employ a WE representative (from amongst the WE
group members) for every 2-3 WE groups would be a sustainable model as these
empowered WE representatives would remain in the village even after Janakalyan
withdraws.
2) More than providing employment to the WE group, the focuss of our (civil society
organisations) interventions shall be on productive agriculture assets creation for
OUR groups; in the process, the WE group would definitely get the employment. On
the contrary, if we focuss on employment creation, it might not create productive
agriculture assets but something else which may not be useful for anybody.
3) Advocacy activities shall be taken up at higher level to convince the policy makers
that they makea. Provision for enough capacity building initiatives under the project for
effective implementation of the activities
b. Earmarking necessary (0.5-3%) funds and time (3-5 months) for preparation
of a area specific plans (shelf of works)

10

This section should provide information on what are the organisatons’ overall assessment on the project outputs
and objectives. The project holder may also voice their opinion on the relationship with the Trust
11

This section actually provides an area for the organizations/partners to voice their opinion on how the Trust
should look at similar issues in the future and how they should be tackled, based on lessons learnt in the project
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Annex I
Summary of Works Proposed under NREGA in 8 GPs of Sindhanur Taluk
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Case 1
All assumptions are not true
Devicamp is a village in Devaragudi Gram Panchayat of Sindhanur taluk, amidst a wet belt
where one finds only rice crop around.
There are about 20 families with 47
potential wage-earners who have never
heard about MGNREGS till August 2011
when Smt. Girija introduced herself as
employee of Janakalyan and wanted to
talk to them about the same. When she
told about the NREGA concept, the
rights and entitlements they can derive
from it, all these 20 families (all of them
are landless agriculture laborers) came
forward to form Shramajeevi Coolie
Karmikara Gumpu (WE group) on
18.8.2011. When approached the Gram
Panchayat, the PDO was of the opinion that these people are not involved in implementation of
MGNREGS works assuming that they would not work @ Rs.125 against the local wage rate and
will also not do quantity of work as expected under MGNREGS.
The project team took it as a challenge and motivated these 20 families, orientated them about
MGNREGS, their rights and entitlements, measurement of works, payment methods, etc. and
supported them to avail job cards and opened SB accounts in Hallalli Post Office. A job
application was submitted on 29.8.2011 and GP allotted them a work in neighboring Chiratnal
village which is 6 km away from Devicamp though there are many approved works in Devicamp
itself. The Shramajeevi WE group could realize the intention behind sending them 6 km away
from their village and therefore took it up the work of digging pits for forest trees in Chiratnal
stream. All 47 wage-earners from 20 families worked from 28.9.2011 to 13.10.2011 and
completed about 357 person-days of work in the same place. For the first time, the EO agreed
to provide the NMR copy to the WE representative after visiting the worksite and the hardwork
that the Shramajeevi group has done.
Unlike other works, here the GP become proactive and completed documentation within a
week and processed the payment immediately (Chq No. 601912/24.10.2011 for Rs.44625) and
the amount was credited to the labour account on 5.11.2011 with the continuous follow up by
the GPO & WE Group. However, the GP has not paid the material cost of Rs.3 per day per
person in addition to 10% travelling allowance as per the provision of the Act, though agreed in
the beginning. Shramajeevi WE group has advised the EO to take appropriate measure for
watering the saplings planted here to ensure effective use of funds but the government neither
has nor responded so far. By this, the group has not only proved that whatever is assumed is
not true but also the great concerns about public money.
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Case 2
Information is Power exhibited by WE group
Shelf of work under NREGS shall have to be implemented in 40:60 ratio and the materials cost
of 40% shall have to be advanced to implementing agencies for
procurement of materials; but the PRI members or contractors
do not have the right to ask for this and thus they invest it
from their pocket and get reimbursement after completion of
the works is the general practice seen in the district.
Janakalyan effort could create a history by reversing the
process in Devaragudi GP of Sindhanur taluk.
Tayammadevi Coolie Karmikara Gumpu (WE group) was formed by 26 families of Devaragudi
village on 28.8.2011 with 49 wage-earners. Several rounds of training on NREGA and the rights
and entitlements under the Act to the WE group members empowered them to bargain with
the government officials for their rights. Charged up by the training inputs, the group decided
to take up some constructive
work under NREGS and
approached the GP for job
cards; all the members
received job cards by
20.9.2011 and SB account by
10.10.2011, finally sought the
job for 20 days on
14.10.2011.
PDO wanted to disappoint
the group and thus allotted a
school
compound
construction
work
on
30.10.2011 till 12.11.2011.
The plan of the PDO was
that, the labour group would
not be able to procure the materials required for construction of the wall and thus they would
drop; later, the same work could be allotted to one of their GP member/contractor. The group
realized the trick and thus immediately after receiving the notice attended the work and started
excavating the earth for compound wall; meanwhile they also submitted a requirement for
materials to the PDO demanding the materials in worksite well in advance without interrupting
the work. When the PDO denied, the matter was taken to EO and finally the PDO had to
procure and provide the materials for carrying out the work. On an average, about 30 people
worked everyday and completed the work successfully by creating history in entire district.
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Case 3
United WE Groups could stop JCB and get employment
It was 1st December 2011, when the PDO allottd works to the WE groups of Kalmangi village
against their job application but very few wage-earners turned up till 6th December since it was
Mohram festival; however, from 7th December there was a huge crowd of 70-80 people on an
average every day. Desilting of a tank continued for 15 days and the PDO asked the wageearners not to come for the work from 15th December 2011.
On 30th December 2011, a JCB was seen in the same tank excavating soil and same is shifted by
few tractors; when enquired about the
same, PDO/EO denied the application
of
JCB
but
when
the
photographs/videos were brought to
their notice, they started playing
games stating it is engaged only to
level the land so that it become easier
for the wage-earners. On 2nd January,
2012, the same JCB was again engaged
in the same tank but the EO/PDO again
started playing with the Wage Earners
stating it is being engaged by a farmer
by name Balappa Pujar to lift silt for his
land; but detailed assessment, we
realized that it is an internal
arrangement
between
the
GP
member/PDO and Balappa Pujar.
Finally, the Wage Earners reported it
to the CEO, ZP, Raichur over phone
that the JCB is engaged in this drought
where people should have been given
employment; if you don’t take action
immediately, we will sit for hunger
strike in the work site. Fortunately, the CEO acted upon it immediately and asked the EO to stop
the JCB. Later, there was a big confrontation in the village with our field staff in the presence of
EO, AE, PDO, JE and GP members but the WE group backed her saying it was they who
complained to CEO and not Janakalyan.
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Case 4
Unemployment Allowance by WE groups in Sindhanur
After gaining knowledge through Janakalyan training intervention, 3 WE groups applied for
employment under MGNREGS in Kalmangi GP in August 2011. These are Odaki Lakshmi Wage
Earners Group, Tayammadevi Wage Earners Group and Dyavammadevi Wage Earners Group.
PDO took it casually as like any other application and did
not allot the job within the prescribed time limit; why the
prescribed limit but till end of November 2011. Odaki Laxmi
WE group, guided by our GPO Smt Indira, applied for
unemployment allowance to PDO and received
acknowledgement. Even then there was no response from
PDO and even EO thrown out the acknowledgement letter
on the face of the WE group members saying go to the
court and get the allowance.
Finally, the WE Group approached the CEO, ZP, Raichur through the people’s action organized
along
with
other
consortium
partners.
When CEO fired the EO,
he then requested the
group to withdraw it this
time but the Odaki Laxmi
representatives
were
determined to get the
unemployment allowance.
The EO/PDO then started
creating pressure through
political
leaders
and
villagers
onto
these
women but failed to
succeed; then they sent cash through some mediator to the house of the WE group
representatives but they denied to receive it and asked them to pay in their SB accounts.
Finally, based on the order of CEO, the groups received an amount of Rs.15437/- in their SB
accounts.
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